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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
Overview 
Action semantics is a metalanguage for describing the denotational semantics 
of programming languages [21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 27]. Action semantics was introduced 
by Mosses as an alternative to the lambda calculus notation traditionally used as 
the metalanguage. In action semantics, the meaning of a language construct is de­
noted by an "action." Primitive actions exist for all the fundamental operations of 
programming languages: value passing and arithmetic, binding creation and lookup, 
storage allocation and updating, and so on. Actions are composed to denote more 
complex computations. 
Actions operate on "facets." Mosses distinguishes facets for each of the different 
kinds of information that arise during computation. These include a functional facet 
for temporary values ("transient" information), a declarative facet for identifier-value 
bindings ("scoped" information), and an imperative facet for storage cells ("stable" 
information), among others. In action semantics, facets are envisioned as "flowing 
through" semantics equations; emphasis is on the information itself rather than the 
data structures responsible for its maintenance, such as environments and stores. An 
important feature of action semantics is that it hides semantic domain details from 
the reader. 
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The focus of our research has been the study of actions as polymorphic com-
binators that operate on collections of types. Our work includes a category-sorted 
algebra-based model for action semantics; a unification-based type inference algo­
rithm for action expressions similar to that used for ML, extended with subtypes and 
records; proofs of its soundness and completeness with respect to the model; and an 
algorithm for simplifying inheritance subtyping constraints on records to constraints 
on non-record primitives. 
We now preview the remaining chapters with a summary of our results. 
Semantics of action semantics 
Our model for action semantics is based on Reynolds's category-sorted algebra, 
extended to "many" sorts to accommodate the different facets in action semantics 
[8, 32, 33]. Actions are formalized as polymorphic combinators that operate on collec­
tions of types. Types in the functional facet include primitive, function and product 
types; types in the declarative and imperative facets are records. The type names in 
each facet are partially ordered to reflect subtyping relationships such as int < real. 
Our subtype orderings are based on Cardelli [3] and Cardelli and Wegner's [5] work. 
For each combination of facets K, an interpretation functor Ak maps the collection 
of type names in K to semantic domains, and the subtype ordering on type names to 
coercion functions between domains. As in Reynolds's work, our coercion functions 
are not limited to embeddings. 
An action a is interpreted as a family of mappings, indexed by the type names 
in its argument facets. Each action has a typing function Ta that maps each type 
in its argument facets to a result type. An action respects the behavior specified by 
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its typing function: if a requires arguments in facets A'l to produce results in facets 
A'2, then for each type k E Ki, a{k) has type k —> Ta{k) and its interpretation is a 
mapping from the domain |[A:| to the domain Akj . 
Chapter 2 presents the details of our semantic model. 
Type inference for action semantics 
We have developed type schemes for actions that express their polymorphism, 
and a unification-based type inference algorithm with subtypes and records for expres­
sions in action semantics. The algorithm determines the type of an action expression 
from the context in which it appears. An action's typing function is complex and 
cumbersome to work, whereas its typing scheme is simple and expresses in schematic 
form the non-ns behavior of the action. Having a type inference system for action 
semantics greatly enhances its usability. 
Our type inference algorithm is based on the work of a number of researchers: 
Milner's polymorphic type inference for ML [18]; Mitchell [20] and Fuh and Mishra's 
[10, 11] work on type inference with subtypes; and the work on type inference with 
records by Wand [41, 42], S tan si fer [38], Jategaonkar and Mitchell [15], and Remy 
[31]. Our work extends and improves upon each of these systems, primarily because 
our results are based on a semantic model. We have the following results: 
• We prove both the soundness and completeness of our type inference algorithm 
with respect to our model for action semantics. 
• We avoid the large constraint sets encountered by Mitchell [20] and Fuh and 
-Mishra [10, 11] in their system. Coercions are not needed in our model: if an 
action a is defined on values of type , then for any subtype t < ti, there is 
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a morphism a { t )  t  T a ( t ) .  We don't need to coerce a value of type t  to a 
value of type t2 before applying the action. Therefore, we do not introduce a 
subtyping constraint. 
• Our system provides record concatenation and union operations, without the 
need for complex constraints on record types encountered by Wand [42]. The 
typing schemes assigned action expressions satisfy simplifying properties that 
"restrict away" the problem cases. 
• We give an algorithm for decomposing constraints on records related by in­
heritance subtyping into constraints on non-record primitive types and prove 
its partial correctness. The algorithm extends the algorithms given by Fuh 
and Mishra [10] for structural subtyping with subtyping on primitive types. 
Stansifer omits such an algorithm from [38]. 
• Our semantic model and our type inference algorithm accommodate several 
forms of polymorphism: ML-style, parametric polymorphism, inclusion poly­
morphism in the form of subtyping on primitives and inheritance subtyping on 
records [3, 5], as well as a form of ad-hoc polymorphism [5]. 
• We have implemented all of our type inference algorithms in ML. 
Chapters 3 and 4 present our type inference algorithms. Chapter 5 presents an 
application of the type inference algorithm and discusses its implementation in ML. 
Chapter 6 compares our type inference system with the systems mentioned above. 
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Background 
One of the goals of action semantics is to make the semantics notation itself 
more understandable. In the remainder of this chapter, we informally describe the 
action semantics metalanguage to give the reader an intuitive idea of what actions do 
in terms of information flow through an action semantics expression. We also present 
background material on denotational semantics, polymorphism, and type inference. 
Denotational semantics 
Denotational semantics [17, 37, 39] assigns mathematical functions to program 
code in a syntax-directed manner. A denbtational semantics definition consists of 
three parts; the abstract syntax specification of the language, the semantic domains, 
and the valuation functions. 
The abstract syntax is specified by listing syntax domains plus the BNF rules 
for constructing elements of each non-primitive syntax domain. An abstract syntax 
for a small imperative language is given in Figure 1.1. 
The meanings of programs and the values that they operate on are elements 
of semantic domains. A semantic domain may be either primitive or compound. 
Compound domains, built from primitive domains, include the product domain, the 
function domain, and the disjoint union domain. Semantic domains for the language 
in Figure 1.1 plus the operations on the domains are given in Figure 1.2. 
To each syntax domain, we assign a valuation function. Valuation functions map 
elements in syntax domains to elements in semantic domains. Valuation functions for 
the example language are given in Figure 1.3. Valuation functions are listed as a set 
of equations, one corresponding to each choice in the BNF rule. The portion on the 
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I; Identifier 
B: Boolean 
N: Numeral 
D: Declaration 
C: Command 
K: Block 
E; Expression 
E ::= N I I I El + E2 
D ::= const I = E | var I | D1 ; D2 
C I := E 1 CI ; C2 1 K I if B then CI else C2 
K ::= begin D in C end 
right-hand side of an equation is called the "denotation" of the language construct. 
Denotations are higher-order functions, written in a semantic metalanguage. The 
metalanguage is usually the lambda calculus [1, 39]. 
Drawbacks to the lambda calculus metalanguage 
Mosses criticizes the use of the lambda calculus notation as a metalanguage [21]. 
He observes that denotational semantics is generally presented "as if the meaning of 
each construct was just the application of higher-order functions to each other," and 
that function application is used to represent a number of different concepts: 
Look-ups in environments and stores With the traditional represen­
tation of environments and stores as functions: 
Figure 1.1. Abstract Syntax 
Environment = Id Denotable-value 
Store = Loc Storable-value 
n G Nat 
b € Bool 
i E Id (Identifiers) 
i G Loc (Locations) 
firstlocn: Loc 
nextlocn: Loc Loc 
d € Denotahle-value = Nat + Loc 
e G Environment = Id ^ Denotable-value 
newenv: Environment 
newenv = \i . "undefined" 
find: Id Environment —* Denotable-value 
find = M . \e , e i 
bind'. Id Denotable-value —' Environment Environment 
bind = Ai . \d . \e . [i i—> d]e 
m G Memory = Loc -- Nat 
s G Store = Loc x Memory 
newstore: Store 
newstore = {firstlocn, . zero) 
contents: Loc — Store —> Nat 
contents = \i . . m i 
update: Loc Nat —' Store —^ Siore 
update = M , \n , , (^', re]m) 
allocate: Store —>• Loc x 5<ore 
allocate = A(£,m) . ((, {nextlocn i, m)) 
Figure 1.2. Semantic Domains (Unbound identifiers are ignored for simplicity.) 
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M\ Numeral Nat (omitted) 
5: Boolean —> Environment —> Store Bool (omitted) 
£ : Expression —> Environment Store — Nat 
£|I| = Ae . As . cases find I e of 
isNat{n) —> n | 
isLoc(i) -+ contents I a 
fliVj = Ae . As .A^INl 
f |Ei + E2I = Ae . As . (5|Ei]e s) plus (5[E2le s) 
D'. Declaration —Environment x Store Environment x Store 
X > l D i  ;  D 2 I  = î > l D 2 l o X > I D i l  
©[const I = EJ = A(e,s) . let n = ^lEje s in 
{bind I mNat{n) e, s) 
î?|var IJI = A(e,s) . l e t  { i , s ' )  =  a l l o c a t e  s  i n  
{bind I inLoc(^) e, s') 
C'. Command —? Environment —^ Store —> Store 
C i K l = K l K j  
C|I := E| = Ae . As . cases find I e of 
isNat{n) —>• "error" | 
i s L o c { i )  l e t  n  =  (5|E]e s) in 
u p d a t e  i n s  
CICi ; C2I = Ae.(C[C2le)o(C[Cile) 
C\\î B then Ci else C2I = 
A e . A s .  ( B [ B | e  s )  ^  ( C [ C i l e  s )  |  ( C [ C 2 ] e  s) 
K: Block -H. Environment —» Store —>• Store 
/Cfbegin D in C endj = 
A e . A s .  let (e', s') = î?|D](e,s) in 
C l C j e ' s '  
Figure 1.3. Valuation Functions (Error cases are omitted for simplicity.) 
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lookup in both domains is represented by function application. For ex­
ample, 
£|I| = Ae . Aa . cases (e I) of 
\ s L o c { i )  (s £) I ... 
Sequencing and order of evaluation Sequential execution is repre­
sented by function composition: 
C : Command —^ Store —i- Store 
C l C i  ;  C 2 I  =  A 3 . £ J l C 2 l ( C | C i l a )  
Possible concurrent execution is observed when different constructs are 
applied to the same bound instance of a variable: 
S : Expression —s- Environment —> Nat 
SlEx + E2I = Ae . (5|Ei|e) plus (£'IE2je) 
Both sub-constructs are applied to the same environment, used in a read­
only mode. 
Scope rules and binding strategies Static and dynamic scoping, and 
parameter binding strategies are both expressed by whether or not a deno­
tation is applied to an environment and a store, and when. For example, 
a command denotation is applied to an environment at the point of defi­
nition for static scoping: 
%); Declaration —> Environment —> Environment 
Vfproc I = C| = Ae . bind I inProc(C|[C|e) e 
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For dynamic scoping, C's denotation is not applied to an environment at 
definition—it is applied to an environment at the time of call. 
The reader must recognize these patterns of application to infer operational properties 
of the semantics from the metalanguage. 
Action semantics 
Mosses has introduced action semantics [21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 27] as an alternative 
to lambda calculus-style denotational semantics. Denotations of program phrases are 
now expressed as "actions" rather than as functions in lambda notation. 
Actions initially appeared as auxiliary operations. Auxiliary operations are often 
defined on semantic domains to abbreviate complex pieces of lambda notation. This 
makes the semantic description more concise. Auxiliary operations are also referred 
to as combinators [1]. A typical combinator introduced is for sequencing: 
_ then _ : CDen x CDen —» CDen 
Ci t h e n  C 2  =  A . S  .  A e  .  C 2  e  ( c i  e s )  
where CDen = Environment —> Store —> Store is a semantic domain for command 
denotations. This combinator may now be used in command valuation: 
C I C i  ;  C 2 I  = C I C i l  t h e n C l C i ]  
An advantage of using combinators is that semantic definitions no longer contain lists 
of arguments. 
Mosses uses a set of auxiliary operations in [23] to specify the semantics of a 
small tutorial language. He then gives both direct and continuation-style definitions 
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to the operations without modifying the semantic equations. The semantic equations 
are not committed to any model due to the abstractness of the operations. 
A goal of action semantics is to have a general set of combinators which can be 
used to describe the semantics of a wide range of languages and constructs. Fur­
ther, the interpretation given to the actions may be changed without modifying the 
semantic metalanguage. 
Facets Mosses describes actions in terms of the "facets" they operate on. 
Facets are the result of distinguishing the different semantic domains used in de-
notational semantics and isolating the portions of the definitions which operate on 
each. This results in (at least) three facets which operate on sets of values, identifier 
bindings, and storage cells. The facets are referred to as the functional, declarative, 
and imperative facets, respectively. Mosses describes the facets in terms of what 
type of information flows through each facet, without reference to the data structure 
responsible for its maintenance. This avoids commitment to models of information 
storage. 
Actions Actions may be either single-faceted or multi-faceted. Single-faceted 
actions are concerned with just one of the facets and do not use or produce informa­
tion in the other facets. Multi-faceted actions may use information from and produce 
information in more than one facet. 
Primitives There are both single-faceted and multi-faceted primitives. 
Single-faceted primitives pass information along a facet. They may remove a binding 
from the set of bindings, select values from the values stream, or apply coercions and 
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operations on primitive semantic domains such as plus to values. 
Multi-faceted primitives are called bridging actions. Bridging actions interface 
more than one facet. Actions which bridge the functional and binding facets allow 
us to establish new bindings and and retrieve values bound to identifiers; 
bind I: Action [consuming values] [making bindings] 
find I: Action [using bindings] [producing values] 
These actions are analogous to their namesakes in Figure 1.2. The "types" of the 
actions are deliberately left vague. 
Primitives which bridge the functional and imperative facets allow us to create 
new storage cells and update and examine their contents; 
alloc. Action [inspecting storage] 
[producing values] [modifying storage] 
update: Action [consuming values] [inspecting storage] 
[modifying storage] 
contents'. Action [consuming values] [inspecting storage] 
[producing values] 
update and contents each require arguments from both the functional and the im­
perative facets. 
The imperative and declarative facets are not directly bridged—they are bridged 
only indirectly through the functional facet when actions are combined. 
Action combinators Just as there are single-faceted and multi-faceted 
primitives, there are single-faceted and multi-faceted action combinators. Tied to 
action combinators is the idea of facet flow, which we discuss first. 
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The combination of two actions results in a composite action. There are two 
ways the facets may "flow through" a composite action: either horizontally (with the 
combinator 
"arguments" ^ ai > 02 —> "results" 
or vertically (with the combinator 
"arguments" 
/ \ 
a I * 02 
\ / 
"results" 
The words "horizontal" and "vertical" reflect the way the arrows are drawn to show 
the flow of the facets through the component actions. 
Horizontal flow corresponds to sequencing and may be thought of as ordinary 
function composition. Vertical flow corresponds to concurrent valuation. Information 
passed to the composite action is duplicated and passed to each component action. 
Each action operates independently to produce results which are then "merged." In 
the values facet, values are concatenated. In the bindings facet, the sets of bindings 
produced by the component actions are unioned, with the restriction that the sets of 
bindings must be disjoint. 
Vertical flow in the imperative facet introduces interfering parallelism. Since 
the stores produced must be interleaved, we are required to model concurrency with 
something such as resumption semantics [29, 37]. For this reason, we disallow the 
merging of storage. However, storage may flow vertically when both component 
actions do not produce results in the storage facet. 
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In general, information from more than one facet may flow through a composite 
action and the action may combine both horizontal and vertical flow. Combinators 
like then can be used to direct facet flows through composite actions. For example, 
(Zi then 02 directs bindings information vertically into ai and aa, and directs storage 
information horizontally through ai and 03. 
We use a general format for combinators: the symbol "§" is suffixed with des­
ignators for those facets which flow horizontally. Thus then is really §/, where I 
indicates the imperative facet. A well-formedness constraint on ai «2 requires 
that ai produce information in the facets indicated by k. 
Figure 1.4 gives an action semantics for the language in Figure 1.1. Looking at 
the semantic equation for the assignment statement, 
C \ l  E| = [find I * 5[[E| ) update 
we see that the identifier look-up find I on the incoming bindings, and the valuation 
of the expression are performed in parallel, with their results tupled. The 
storage cell, value pair on the functional facet is then directed sequentially into the 
update action, whose storage argument is passed vertically from the arguments to 
the composite action. The result of the composite action is the modified storage 
argument. 
Notice that most of the typing information for the actions in Figure 1.4 is omit­
ted. For example, in the above equation, we deduce that valuation of findl must 
result in a storage cell rather than a number. The types actions possess are cumber­
some (as we will see in the next chapter), but our type inference algorithm allows an 
action to be used with as few explicit typing annotations as possible. 
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£: Expression —Action [using bindings] [inspecting storage] 
[producing values] 
£ \ I \  =  f i n d l  /  { f i n d l  c o n t e n t s )  
£|iVl =pu(„.,(AriNl) 
£ {El + E2J = (ffEiJ * 6" j[ Eg H ) §p addj^g^i 
V'. Declaration —» Action [using bindings] [inspecting storage] 
[making bindings] [modifying storage] 
X>IDi ; D2I =î?IDiI §o,P[D2l 
%)][const I = E] = [[EJ rebindl) * skip 
D|var I| = a//ocnat rebindl 
C : Command —^ Action [using bindings] [inspecting storage] 
[modifying storage] 
C[K1 =Km 
C{I := E]] = { f i n d l *  £ \ E \  )  §p. update 
C l C l  ;  0 2 ]  = C I C i l  § , C l C 2 l  
CJ[if B then Ci else C2I = choose{ClCi\ , CfCgJ) 
/C: Block —* Action [using bindings] [inspecting storage] 
[modifying storage] 
X:[begin D in C end] = X>[D] b/ C|C] 
Figure 1.4. Action Semantics 
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Evaluate: Expression —i- Action [using bindings] [inspecting storage] 
[producing values] 
Evaluate I El + E2J = 
(EvaluatefEi J and Evaluate [Eg]] ) then Operate{ + J 
Establish: Declaration Action [using bindings] [inspecting storage] 
[making bindings] [modifying storage] 
Establish |Di ; D2I = Establish|Di]] before EstablishiDg]] 
Establish [var I| = 
allocate a.number.variable then bind I to the.variable 
Execute: Command Action [using bindings] [inspecting storage] 
[modifying storage] 
Execute[[CI ; C2| = ExecutefCiJ and then Execute[C2]] 
Figure 1.5. Mosses-style Action Semantics 
Features of action semantics 
1. Action semantics is easy to read. Semantic domain details are 
hidden from the user. The more recent versions of the action semantics notation have 
a natural language flavor: denotations resemble "instructions" in COBOL programs 
[25, 27]. (See Figure 1.5.) An action semantics expression thus conveys some intuitive 
operational ideas, but the technical details are obscured. We prefer to work with an 
earlier, less verbose version of the notation whose mathematical properties are much 
easier to state [22]. However, we use the general combinator §, defined in terms of 
sequential (;) and parallel (*) composition, to define other forms of composition. 
(This combinator supercedes and '!'.) 
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2. Action semantics conveys operational properties. It is easier to 
note the operational implications of a language definition when it is expressed in 
action semantics. Action semantics solves the defects Mosses noted about the use 
of function application in the lambda calculus notation. There are actions for doing 
look-ups in environments and stores, and there are actions that explicitly freeze iden­
tifier bindings and thus clarify forms of scoping. Sequencing and order of evaluation 
are both specified by facet flow: actions can be "glued together" as if connecting 
up wires through which different kinds of information flow, thus coloring function 
application with the kind of information operated upon. 
3. Action semantics is modular and reusable. The same semantic 
expressions can be used without modification in defining different languages. For ex­
ample, if two languages have arithmetic expressions, the respective action semantics 
of them should look the same. The modularity of action semantics has been demon­
strated by Mosses and others with sample language definitions. Mark [16] shows that 
it is possible to reuse parts of the semantic descriptions for ML, with only minor 
editing, to describe the language AMBER [6]. Actions liberate semantic equations 
from the semantic domains underneath, and also provide the semantic equations with 
independence from the language context in which they are used. 
4. Action semantics clarifies language concepts. Some language con­
cepts might be more easily understood from the study of semantic definitions ex­
pressed in action semantics. We believe action semantics could be used to detect 
important language properties or concepts such as whether a language is dynamically 
or statically scoped, sequential imperative [36], statically typed, or block-structured 
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(in its store; in its environment bindings). Actions have more detailed typing anno­
tations than those usually found in denotational semantics definitions. For example, 
in addition to type annotations related to the values that flow through semantics 
equations, there are annotations for sets of bindings that should be present in an 
environment and locations that should be present in a store. Our ongoing and future 
research includes the study of how types such as these indicate language structure. 
The modularity of action semantics What makes action semantics modu­
lar? We believe a key idea is that an action is a "polymorphic" entity [18]. The word 
"polymorphic" means "having many types." Actions are polymorphic with respect to 
the facets they require arguments in. For example, find I requires information from 
the bindings facet to produce information in the values facet. However, find I can 
operate when applied to other facets in addition to the bindings facet. It just ignores 
or throws away information in the extra facets. Actions are also polymorphic with 
respect to individual facets; find I can operate when applied to any set of bindings 
that contains a binding for I. 
Implicit coercions also play an important role in the modularity of action se­
mantics. When there is a natural injection from one domain into another, such as a 
coercion from natural numbers into integers, this is represented by an implicit coer­
cion operator. There are also implicit coercions among the traditional sum domains 
of denotable, expressible and storable values. For example, suppose each summand 
of Denotable-value is also a summand of Expressible-value. Then for the semantic 
equation: 
5|I]] = findl 
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the denotable value produced by find I is implicitly coerced into an expressible value. 
Further, if Nat is a summand of both Expressible-value and Denotable-value, then a 
value of type Nat may be coerced into either of these domains. 
Polymorphism 
The focus of our research has been to investigate actions and action combinators 
as polymorphic entities. Cardelli and Wegner distinguish several different kinds of 
polymorphism [5]. Functions which are "generic" exhibit parametric polymorphism. 
This form of polymorphism is obtained when a function works uniformly on a range of 
types that share some common structure. For example, the function fst = \{ a, b) . a 
may be applied to any value which is a pair, regardless of what types its components 
have. Parametric polymorphism allows the same function to be used uniformly in 
different type contexts, without coercions. This is the form of polymorphism found 
in ML [18, 19). 
Operator overloading is a form of ad-hoc polymorphism', polymorphism that is 
"added on later." With overloading, the same identifier is used to stand for differ­
ent functions and the context of its use determines which function it denotes. For 
example, the identifier click could be used to represent the successor operation succ 
on numbers and the negation operation not on boolean values. With overloading, 
neither the operation nor the values it operates on need be polymorphic, and the 
types of the arguments may not even be related. 
Coercions are another form of ad-hoc polymorphism. A coercion is a semantic 
operation that converts an argument to the type expected by a function. For example, 
a function on real numbers may be applied to an integer by first applying a coercion 
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(either implicit or explicit) to the integer argument. Coercions are sometimes used to 
allow a monomorphic (single-typed) operation to be used as if it were polymorphic. 
A value could also be made polymorphic: for example, a coercion could be defined 
to convert strings into booleans. 
Cardelli and Wegner point out that the distinction between the two forms of 
ad-hoc polymorphism, coercion and overloading, often blurs. For example, given the 
expressions 2 + 3, 2.0 + 3, 2+3.0, and 2.0 + 3.0, we could explain the polymorphism of 
the operator + as four overloaded meanings with types int x int —> int, real x int 
real, int x real real, and real x real real, or as two overloaded meanings 
with types int x int —> int and real x real real, where if one of the arguments 
is an integer and the other a real, the integer is coerced to a real. 
Inclusion polymorphism is used to model subtypes and inheritance. A value 
whose type ri is a subtype of another type may be used in any context where 
a value of type is expected. Subtyping allows a value to have many types. We 
may also think of a value of type ti as "inheriting" all of those operations that are 
defined on types Tg which are supertypes of . For example, if the type brie is a 
subtype of the type cheese, then all of the operations on values of type cheese can 
be applied to a value of type brie. 
An important issue with polymorphism is the question of whether it is the values 
which are polymorphic or the operations on the values which are polymorphic, or 
both. To answer this question, we must consider the semantics of the types and 
their operations. In action semantics, the actions are the polymorphic entities and 
the values they operate upon are monomorphic. Actions exhibit each of the different 
forms of polymorphism described above. We study the semantics of actions and their 
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polymorphism in Chapter 2. 
Type inference 
A polymorphic function may have infinitely many legal typings. For example, 
the function apply{f,x) = f(x) is legally typed whenever / has a functional type 
> <2) for some types and , and x has type ^i. The result of the application 
f{x) will then have type . Thus we can infer for any arbitrary types and (2 that 
apply has type ((fi — (2) x ^i) -i- fz). 
One way to represent an infinite set of types is by using a type scheme. A 
type scheme is a type expression that may contain type variables. The type scheme 
((a—)-/?)xa)—>/3, where a and /3 are type variables, abbreviates the infinite set 
of types of apply. Legal typings such as ((int —> bool) x int) — bool are obtained 
by substituting other type expressions for the type variables. 
Type inference is the process of inferring the types of program phrases by their 
use. Having a type inference system for a language allows us to omit many typing 
annotations. The above example illustrates parametric polymorphic type inference, 
which originated with the programming language ML. In ML, each expression has 
a most general type (also called a principal type scheme). This means that for each 
program phrase, there exists a single "best" type expression that abbreviates all its 
legal typings. 
Mitchell [20] and Fuh and Mishra [10] extend ML-style type inference to include 
subtypes. In the presence of subtypes, we cannot represent the set of all typings of a 
function by a type expression alone. For example, suppose a language has the types 
int, real, and bool, and that int is a subtype of real, written int < real. Suppose 
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we define an operation succ = An . n + 1. Although succ has types int — int and 
real real, we cannot express the type of succ using the scheme 6—^0, because 
substituting the type bool for the type variable 0 would produce an erroneous type 
bool bool. 
To remedy this, polymorphic types are represented by a pair consisting of a type 
expression and a set of coercions. The coercions are subtyping constraints on the 
variables in the type expression. Any substitution that makes the constraints hold 
true can be applied to the type expression to yield an instance of the type. For 
example, we can use the scheme $—* 6 if {0 < real} to abbreviate the legal typings 
of succ. Instantiating 9 to int produces the legal typing int —> int because the 
constraint int < real is true. 
We wish to point out that another type succ could possess is int — real, since 
int is a subtype of real [10]. This type is not an instance oi 6 ^ 6 if {6 < real}. 
(Fuh and Mishra would assign succ a scheme of the form 9x —> 62 {^1 < real, < 
S2}•) We choose to disallow this typing because it is not as precise: an implicit 
coercion has been applied to the result and typing information has been lost. 
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CHAPTER 2. THE SEMANTICS OF ACTIONS 
In this chapter, we present the semantics for our version of the action semantics 
metalanguage. We first formalize the concept of "facet" described in Chapter 1. 
These are the semantic domains on which actions operate. We then discuss the 
interpretation of actions as polymorphic combinators over the facets. Details of the 
model may be found in [8]. 
Facets and Subtyping 
A facet is a collection of types that are partially ordered to reflect subtyping 
relationships [32, 33]. The functional facet is the collection of all types that can be 
used as temporary values in a computation. Mosses calls this "transient information." 
We use the following types in the functional facet: 
t 6 Functional-fa cet-type 
p G Primitive-type 
t ::= p \ti ^ t2 \ ti X t2 \ {i : t)var 
p :;= nat | int | real | bool 
{ i  :  i)var is the type of storage variables, where £ is a location. The types defined by 
the BNF rules are called "proper types." The collection of proper types in each facet 
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will be unioned with an additional "improper" type called ns ("nonsense") which 
stands for an undefined type. 
The subtype ordering on the functional facet is the smallest reflexive, transitive 
ordering such that: 
t < ns, for all t 
nat < int 
int < real 
t\ X t2 < t[ X t'2 if and only if (1 < t\ and < t'2 
ti h < t[ —> t'2 if and only if t\ < tx and (3 < t'2 
The ordering on products and functions is that found in [5]. The subtyping on 
function types allows a function such as / with type real —^ int to be used in a 
context that expects a function with type int —> real, since / can be applied to 
arguments of type int, and its results of type int also have type real. 
The declarative facet contains types of identifier-value bindings. Mosses calls this 
"scoped information." The proper types in the declarative facet are records [3, 5]: 
d € Declarative-facet-type 
d I ^i}t6/exactly 
where / is a finite set of identifiers. We call I the index set of the record. It 
is customary to read the type as the type of records that have at least 
bindings of type tj for the identifiers i in I (and may have additional bindings) and 
the type {i: ^ ,}iefexactly as the type of records that have bindings for exactly the 
identifiers in I and no others. 
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The subtype ordering on the declarative facet is the smallest reflexive, transitive 
ordering such that: 
d < ns, for all d 
{%:(,},€/ < {j't'j}jçj if and only if J  Ç  I and Vj E J, tj < t'j 
{lî  ^ i}tg/exactly — 
{i: ij'}ig/exactly — ^(}i6/exactly if and only if Vi E ^ 
The {i: <;}ig/-type records use inheritance subtyping [3], whereas the {«:it}i6/exacUy-
type records do not. With inheritance subtyping, a function defined on records 
with at least a binding for B to a value with type real (e.g., a function with type 
{B: real} —> real ) can be applied to an argument record with other bindings besides 
B (e.g., an argument with type {B:int, C:bool}). We have use for both forms of 
record type in action semantics. 
The imperative facet contains types of storage structure or shape. Mosses calls 
this "stable information." The proper types in the imperative facet are sets of storage 
cells: 
s € Imperative-facet-type 
where I is a finite set of locations. The subtype ordering on the imperative facet is 
the smallest reflexive, transitive ordering such that: 
a < ns, for all s 
(( : < {k : tk)k ^ K  i f  a n d  o n l y  i f  K  Ç  L  
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One storage shape is a supertype of another when all of its storage cells are contained 
in the subtype. The ordering is the same as that for non-exactly records in the 
declarative facet, however, subtyping is not used on storage cell contents. 
Note that the types in the declarative and imperative facets are dependent on the 
types in the functional facet, and the primitive types are dependent on the language 
being defined in action semantics. The declarative and imperative facets will show up 
in the functional facet in Chapter 5 when we use action semantics to denote procedure 
and macro definitions. We have not yet studied the use of subsets of the functional 
facet such as "denotable" and "storable" values. 
Interpretation of Facets 
Figure 2.1 gives the interpretation of the proper types and the subtype order-
ings for each facet. Each type is interpreted as a predomain. The primitive types in 
the functional facet are interpreted as the sets of natural numbers, integers, rational 
numbers, and boolean values. The type constructors ' x ' and are interpreted as 
the product and function domain constructions on the interpretation of their compo­
nent types. The variable type {i:t)vav is interpreted as a pair of access and update 
functions, with domains; 
access(y. Ail{C : t)j /If BU 
updaieiy. Apltl A/([{£ : <)! : 01 
The functions operate on a single storage cell in the imperative facet with location 
C and type t, since the subtyping on the imperative facet will allow the functions to 
operate on store shapes that are larger than a single-celled store. More will be said 
on this when we explain the actions alloc, contents, and update. 
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THE FUNCTIONAL FACET 
AfKnat]] = IN 
= Z 
AFfreall = Q 
.4ir|bool| = IB 
^ ^2! = — /If ([(g 3 
X ^2!  =  -4 i rp i J  X / I f  [  (2  ])  
: Ovar] = { A i l { i  : t ) }  Af [« I ] )  x  (Af I ^ I  -> .4/|(£ : 4) 1  ^ A [ l { i  : 0 1 )  
Affnat < int| = X n .  n  
vifjint < real| = An. n 
h ^ ' ^ 2! = A/. .4f [(2 < (2II II 
4FI<I  X (2  <  t\ X =  .4F( [«I  <  <11 X .4 f Î<2  <  
Figure 2.1. Interpretation of Facets 
The subtype ordering for each facet is interpreted into coercion functions on the 
interpreted types [.32, 33). The coercions on the primitives are embeddings for the 
relations nat < int and int < real. The coercion on a product type is the product 
of the coercion functions on the component types, where the product of functions 
f and g is defined us fxg (0,6) = (f a, g b). The coercion of a function / to a 
supertype "inserts" coercions on both the argument and the result of /. 
In the declarative facet, we interpret the record types {i: and {i; <,}t6/exactly 
the same way: as indexed products of the interpretations of each of the types of the 
identifiers in the record's index set. The subtype ordering is the crucial feature of 
records. The coercion on non-exactly records projects out the components of the sub­
type which are also components of the supertype, applying the appropriate coercion 
to each. In contrast, the coercions on exactly records do not alter the structure of a 
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THE DECLARATIVE FACET 
.4D[0' : = 1% 
ie/ 
i4£){{î : ^i}i6/exactly I — 
iei 
-4dI{ î :  t i } i a  <  { j  :  =  X r .  JJ A p l t j  <  t ' j } ( r  i  j )  
-4u[{i : ^ i}i6/exactly ^ {( • ~ ^ 
w4£)|{î : ^i}: G/exactly — • ^i}t6/exactly 1 — Xr, JjAf [fj < i 0 
ie/ 
THE IMPERATIVE FACET 
= n 
( e L  
A i l { i  :  U ) t ^ L  <  { k  :  t k ) k € K }  =  [ d r o p ,  l i f t )  
where drop: Ail{C : t()(çL] A/ [ ( f c  :  ifc}fceirl 
drop = Ap. JJ (p i k) 
k ^ K  
and lift:{Ail{k : ^ : ^A:)A:6irI) —* 
lift = Ac. Ap. /ei p' = c ( JJ (p I k)) 
k e K  
in IJ(i/ i E K then (p' J, f) else (p ,[ f)) 
I Ç L  
Figure 2.1 (Continued) 
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record, they merely apply coercions to its components. 
In the imperative facet, each storage shape is interpreted as the indexed product 
of the interpretations of each location's type. The subtype ordering is interpreted 
as a pair of functions: a function called drop which truncates a storage shape by 
dropping off cells whose locations are not defined in the supertype; and a function 
called lift which transforms a function defined over values of the supertype into a 
function that works on the subtype, drop is defined like the coercion on non-exact 
record types, lift coerces an argument store (of the subtype) to the type expected by 
the function (defined on the supertype) by dropping off the unneeded storage cells. 
It applies the function and then produces a result store (of the subtype) by tupling 
the unused cells of the argument with the cells modified by the function. 
We have seen that variables are interpreted as a pair of access-update functions 
on a single storage cell. The drop and lift functions allow us to apply a variable's 
access and update functions to any shape store that contains the variable's cell. 
More will be said on this later. The functions will also come in useful when we define 
procedures in Chapter 5. 
For each facet, the improper type 'ns' is interpreted as the singleton set {()}, 
and a coercion into ns is the constant function that maps all arguments to (). 
Formalization as functors 
The interpretation of the types and subtyping relation is formalized as a functor 
from the partial ordering of type names, treated as a category, into the category 
Pdom of predomains [13]. A category is a collection of "objects" and "morphisms." 
Graphically, the morphisms are drawn as arrows connecting the objects. A functor is 
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a special kind of function defined on categories that maps each object in its domain 
category to an object in its codomain category, and each morphism in its domain 
category to a morphism in its codomain category. The interpretation functors in 
Figure 2.1 map each type name in the partial ordering of types to a predomain, and 
each subtyplng relation between two type names to a continuous function between 
their corresponding predomains. We denote the interpretation functors for each facet 
by Af , Ad , and Ai. 
Functors naturally preserve the reflexive and transitive properties of the subtype 
ordering on type names in their interpretation: reflexivity corresponds to the identity 
mapping and transitivity corresponds to function composition. For example, by 
showing that /If is indeed a functor, we are assured that the coercions behave as 
expected: if nat < int and int < real, we can coerce a value of type nat to an 
int and then to a real, or coerce the value directly to a real and obtain the same 
result in either case. We have seen that the coercions need not be mere embeddings; 
they can be quite complex. However, the coercions are never explicitly or implicitly 
inserted in action expressions—they remain hidden from a user of the notation. More 
will be said on this later. 
Kinds 
To accommodate multi-faceted actions, additional structure is added to the in­
terpretation of the facets. We use the ordering given in Figure 2.2 on combinations 
of facet names called kinds. The ordering states that information in unneeded facets 
can be "forgotten." For example, a functional, declarative pair can be coerced into 
just a functional facet argument or just a declarative facet argument. 
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/ î \ 
F D I  
T Y y T 
FD FI DI 
\ î / 
F D I  
Figure 2.2. Kinds 
The kinds F, D, and I are interpreted as the collections of types we saw earlier. 
Each combination of facets, FD, FI, DI, and FDI, is interpreted as the product 
of the collections of types in the individual facets. 1 is the "empty facet"; it contains 
the types ok and ns, and has the ordering ok < ns. 
The interpretation functor for each combination of facets is interpreted as the 
p roduct of the interpretation functors on the individual facets. For example, Afd = 
Ap X Ad . For clarity, we will use x to stand for the notion of product on facets. The 
interpretation functor for the empty facet is defined as: At [ok]] = Ai |nsj] = {()}, 
a n d  A i  [ o k  <  n s j  =  A ( )  .  ( ) .  
Interpretation of Actions 
Actions are mappings whose domains and codomains are facets. We call the 
domain of an action its source, and its codomain its target. For example, we write 
copy: F F to state that the source and target of action copy are the functional 
facet ("F"). The declarative facet will be represented by a "D", and the imperative 
facet will be represented by an "/". We call the specification of an action's source 
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and target facets its kinding. 
Since a facet contains many types, actions are polymorphic mappings on the epos 
that the types denote. Each action has a typing function that describes its behavior 
on argument types. For example, copy is the identity mapping on the functional 
facet, so its typing function is Tcopy = {\t F . t), which states that copy maps an 
argument of type t to an answer of type t. copy exhibits parametric polymorphism. 
The meaning of copy is the family of identity functions {Ad : t . , which we 
represent by Acopy = Xt : F . \v : t . v. We call A^opy the action's meaning function. 
Primitives 
The kindings, typing functions, and meaning functions for the set of primitive 
and bridging actions we use are given in Figures 2.3 and 2.4. put^^.^ accepts 
input along the empty facet and emits value v with type to as its result. Note that 
because values in our model of action semantics are monomorphic, action put must 
be indexed with the type of its argument, succ increments arguments from nat, 
int and real and is undefined on nonnumbers. For example, Tjucc(int) = int, since 
int < real, but Tjucc(bool) = ns, since bool ^ real. 
pass is the identity mapping for the declarative facet, bind i builds a declarative 
record that holds exactly the one binding of identifier i to the argument received by 
the action, find i retrieves from its declarative record argument the binding to i. 
Tfind i reveals the inclusion polymorphism of find i : its result type is non- ns for any 
record type that has at least a field for i. For example, TfindB: bool}) 
= e/{A:int, B:bool} < {A:i} then t else ns. The free identifier t becomes bound 
to int when the constraint is found true. Notice that find i exhibits parametric 
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ACTION KINDING TYPING FUNCTION 
1 A F o I
I 
copy F A F T c o p y { t )  —  t  
not F A F Tnot{i) = = bool then bool else ns 
succ F A F T,ucc{t) = ift< real then t else ns 
pass D A D  Tpa,s{d) = d 
bind i F A D  Thindi{i) — {i '• Oexactly 
find i D A F T f i n d i { d )  =  i f  d  <  { i  :  t h e n  t  e l s e  ns 
skip / A / T,kip{s) = 5 
contents F/ A F Tconttntsi^'i — 
i f t '  =  { i  : ()var and s < {i : t) then t else ns 
update FI I T^pdateii"^ = 
if t" = (£ : i)var x t' and t' < t and s < {i : t) 
then s else ns 
allocta I FI Taiioc^is) = {i : <o)var x (£ : /o)-s, where i = newlocn{) 
Figure 2.3. Typing Functions for Primitives 
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MEANING FUNCTION 
= A(). y 
^ c o p y i ^ }  ~  '  t  ,  V  
^not(t) = Xv : t , -'V 
A , u c c { t )  =  X v  : t  .  V  +  I  
• * ^ p a j j ( ^ )  —  X t  <  d  »  V  
MindM = \V \ t . {i = I'} 
A j i n d i i d )  -  Xr  : d  . r  i  i  
~ Xp '• S . p 
Aconunuii^ : t)\Ar, s) = A(/,p) . (/ i 1) ((A/fs < {i : t) j  i  1) p) 
Aupdaud^ : f)var x t', s) = X{if,v),p) . (A/|[s <  { i  :  t ) ]  i 2) ((/ i 2) v) p  
Aaiioc^is) = Ap : a . (/, (( = i n i t t ^ ) p )  
where / = (A(( = y) . v ,  X v  .  X { C  =  v ' )  .  { i  =  v ) ) ,  1 =  n e w l o c n ( ) ,  
and inittg is some fixed value in • 
Figure 2,4. Meaning Functions for Primitives (Note: for all actions a: A'l A'2, 
f o r  a l l  t y p e s  k  E  A ' l ,  i f  T a ( k )  =  n s ,  t h e n  a ( k )  =  X v  .  ( ) . )  
polymorphism on i's binding. 
skip is the identity mapping on the imperative facet, contents uses the vari­
able on the functional facet to look inside its imperative facet argument. The first 
component of the variable, its access function, is applied to the variable's storage cell 
after the other cells have been dropped from the storage argument. For example, 
î'con«en«i((^2:int)var, (^2:int, ^aireal)) = int, since (£2:int, ^aireal) < (^2:int). 
content3{{i2: int)vav, (^giint, £3: real)) (/,p) applies the drop component of the co­
ercion A/[(£2:int, £3:real) < (^2:int)| to the storage argument p to isolate the 
variable's storage cell, and then applies the variable's access operation (/ J, 1) to it. 
update uses the variable and the new storable value on the functional facet to 
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update its imperative facet argument. The update function of the variable is applied 
to the new value and then lifted by the lift coercion from a function on a single storage 
cell to a function that operates on the shape of the incoming storage argument. 
The actions contents and update exhibit inclusion polymorphism: an implicit 
coercion on the incoming storage argument is used before the monomorphic access 
and update functions belonging to the variable on the functional facet are applied. 
update also applies a coercion to the new storable value. The use of the subset 
ordering on storage shapes allows us to recover the polymorphism of the two actions. 
Typing functions 
The typing functions specify the argument types that produce non-ns results, 
the structure required of an action's argument (i.e., update requires its argument on 
the functional facet to be a pair in which the first component is a variable), and the 
coercions to be applied for the different argument types. 
An important property of the typing functions is that they are monotonie with 
respect to the subtype ordering: for all actions a, for all types ti and (g such that 
^1 < (2, Ta{ti) < Ta{t2). A consequence of this is that if Ta{t\) = ns, then = 
ns as well. Thus, an action that is defined on type ^2, i.e., produces non-ns results 
for arguments of type (g, must be defined on all subtypes of ^2- For example, an 
action that is defined on reals must be defined on all subtypes of real. All of our 
actions are ns-stricU for all actions a, 7^(ns) = ns and a(ns) = A() . (). 
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Meaning functions 
The meaning of an action a: A'l K2 is formalized as a natural transformation 
from the functor to An^oTa, where and Aa-, are the interpretation functors 
for a's source and target. A natural transformation is an indexed family of mappings: 
{fk- k -H- Ta(/i:)}fcgA'i • Look again at the meaning function Acopy = Xt •. F . Xv •. t . v. 
The notation "Ai : F" tells us copy is a family of mappings indexed by the types 
in the functional facet. The morphism copy{t) = \v : t . v is a mapping with type 
i Tcopyit). copy(t) maps values in [if to values in Af |[Tcopy(Ol • The notation 
"Av : indicates v has type t. 
An important property of an action's meaning function is that it respects the 
action's typing function. For types k and k' in A'l such that k < k', the morphisms 
a(k) and a(k') commute with the coercion functions {k < fc']] and A^^fTaik) < 
ra(fc')] in the following way: 
a { k )  
A K ^ m  ^ AKATaik)} 
Aki IA; < A;'I A K A T M < T a { k ' n  
The diagram shows us that it does not matter whether the coercion is performed on 
the argument to the action or on its result—the result is the same in either case. 
Action composition 
We study four forms of action composition: «i ; ag, sequential composition; 
®i * ®2) parallel composition; > a, a restricted concatenation composition; and 
conditional composition. Figure 2.5 shows the flow of arguments directed by 
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ai ; 02 
A 
Y 
Ol * 02 l t> O a\ ! 02 
s 
SEQUENTIAL PARALLEL CONCATENATION CONDITIONAL 
Figure 2.5. Flow of Arguments for Action Combinators 
each combinator. Sequential and parallel composition were introduced in Chapter 1. 
The composition > a represents concatenation composition on the declarative 
facet: the declarative record argument to the action is given to o, and o's output, 
which is another declarative record, is concatenated to the original record, overriding 
bindings in the original argument. For example, > {find A ; bindB) accepts a record 
which is used to make a binding of B to A's value. The binding to B is concatenated 
to the original bindings. The form of concatenation composition given here is a 
restricted version of the binary composition a\ > o;, where the outputs of the two 
actions are concatenated. The unary form is actually pass > o, which explains why 
we treat > a as a "composition". In the future, we plan to study a general form of 
the combinator for concatenation on all three facets. 
The combinator / represents conditional composition. Arguments to the com­
posite action are given to either oi or Og, depending on which of the two is capable 
of mapping the arguments to a non-ns result. For example, not / succ maps a 
boolean argument to its negation, a numeric argument to its successor, and all other 
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ACTION KINDING 
(oi;02) Aj —> Aj 
(tti * 02) A1 —> Ag n ATg 
where ai: A'l A'2 and og: A'2 A'g 
where ai'.Ki A'2 and 02: A'l A'j 
where a: A'j A D (> a) K\ —> D 
{(ti/cis) Kx —> A2 where ajtATi ATg and 02: A'l A2 
Figure 2.6. Kindings for Action Combinators 
arguments to ns. Conditional composition builds actions that exhibit ad-hoc poly-
Figure 2.6 lists the kindings for each of the combinators. Their typing and 
meaning functions are defined in Figures 2.7 and 2.8. 
Sequential composition composes the typing functions of the two actions. This 
has the effect of narrowing the collection of types on which the actions are defined, 
because the typing functions are ns-preserving: input types k for which Ta^{k) = 
k' ^ ns, but Ta^{k') = ns are undefined for Ta^-ai- the definition of Aa^ai we 
see that action 02*8 type parameter is the result of oi's typing function on its input. 
This shows how the morphisms of ai and ag are forced to respect the coercions: the 
only morphisms selected from ag for composition with the morphisms of Oi are those 
which act upon values with legal result types from ai. 
Parallel composition uses a meta-action called merge . Tmerge is a family of typ­
ing functions TmeTge(K2,K'^)^ indexed by kinds K2 and ATj. Merging on the functional 
facet is pairing. Merging on the declarative facet is record union, but records with 
possible disagreements of field values are not unioned. The typing function Tm„ge(D,D) 
limits record union so that only records with exactly types can be unioned. This pre-
morphism. 
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TYPING FUNCTION 
Tai laj — Taj 0 Ta^ 
Tai*ai(^) — Tfrierge(K2,K^)(Tai(k)jTa2(k)) 
where %merge(f,f )(^l ; ^ 2 ) — ^1 ^ ^2 ) 
and î^merge(D,£)) (^1 ) ^2 ) ~ 
{ ^ 1  ~ • ^i}ie/exactly dfi'i C^2 — 0 • ^j}jÇJexactly ŒOc/ /H «/ = 0) 
then {i : : tjjexactly else ns 
Tt,a{k) = Tconcat(declarative-facet-in{k),Ta{k)) 
where Tconcat{di,d2) = if (d2 = {i : ^.K'e/exactly ) then {i : ti}@(di \ I) else ns 
Tai/aj = if domain(Tai) r\ domainiTaj) = ^  
t h e n  ( X k  : Ki . i/Ta,(A:) ^ ns then Ta,(A:) e/se Ta^ik)) 
else TfaiUKj) ° 
Figure 2.7. Typing Functions for Action Combinators (Note: if either of the argu­
ments to Tmevge{F,F) O: î 'merge(D,D) IS HS, the rCSUlt is nS.) 
MEANING FUNCTION 
^ a c a i i k )  =  O 2  { T a i i f ' ) )  0  a i { k )  
^ a i t a j i k )  —  Au : k . A.merge(K2,K^){Tai{k), Tajik)) (fll k V, CI2 k v) 
where Amerge(F ,F) ( ( l ,  ^2)  = A(%i : ^1 ,  ^2  : ^2)  • (^1 ,  U2) ,  
and Ar„erge{p,D) { d i ,  d ^ )  -  A(ri :  di, r2 :  «^2) .  n u r2 
A.t,a(k) = Xv : k . concat{ record-component-of{v), a k u) 
Aa^/ai — domain{ Ta^ ) n domain[ ) = 0 
t h e n  { X k  : K\ . ^ ns then ai{k) else a^ik)) 
e l s e  ( X k  :  A ' l  .  A f „ i H K i ) { T a i { ^ ) )  °  
Figure 2.8. Meaning Functions for Action Combinators 
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vents unseen clashes of "hidden" fields. Merging of imperative facet values has not 
been studied. A merge of different facets is defined as the component-wise merge of 
common facets and tupling of the rest. For example, Tmerge{FD,D[){(iidi),(d2,s)) = 
i X îmerpe(ZJ,£))( ^1 ) ^2 ) ^ • 
Concatenation composition uses the typing function T^oncat to limit concatena­
tion so that the type of bindings that override existing bindings is an exactly type. 
This prevents hidden overriding. 
Conditional composition requires that the domains of the two action's typing 
functions be disjoint, otherwise a ns value must be produced. For action a: A'l A'2, 
domain{Ta) is defined as {k G A'l | Ta(fc) ^ ns}. To define the composition, 
we need another meta-action called fail. For all kinds A', Tfaii(K){k) — ns, and 
Afaii{K)(k) = Av : k . {). The action fail is composed with action ai to ensure 
the composite action has the appropriate kinding: the kinding of a^ / aj must be 
identical to that of Oi and ag • 
Derived composition 
We use the combinators ; and * to define the derived composition introduced 
in Chapter 1. og behaves like ai ; a, for the arguments in the facets designated 
by K  and like ai * og for arguments in all other facets. For actions a ^ :  K i  K [  
and «2: A'g A'j, where ATj < AT < A'2, we define ax a^-. Kq K'q as: 
ûi §if «2 = {forget(^j(o,Ki) ! 
* iiiforget^K^^Ki) i «i ; forget(^k[,K)) * forget^Ko,K,)) ! «2) 
where K3 = K[ — K, = ATg — AT, Ko = ATj fl A' 4 ,  and ATq  = ATa D AT^. K3 
represents the results produced by oi which are not given to «2; these results are 
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forget 
K'o 
Figure 2.9. Flow of Arguments for Derived Composition 
merged with the results of 03. A'4 represents the arguments required by 03 which 
are not produced by ai. The facets in A'4 flow vertically into ui «g, as do the 
facets required by aj. 
The action forget^^i^ forgets unneeded facet information in its argument of 
kind A' and outputs only the information of kind A''. The forget actions are actually 
explicit coercions used to make the actions polymorphic on the facets. The derived 
combinator hides them from the user. The flow of arguments through aj dg is 
shown in Figure 2.9. 
Examples of composite actions 
The typing and meaning functions for the action incA — find A ; succ are: 
TincA ~ '^aucc ® "^find A 
AincA = •. D . 3ucc{ T f i n d A { d ) )  0 find A  ( d )  
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The typing function produces non-ns results for all types d that are subtypes of 
{A: real}. For example, 
TincA{{A:înt, = T,u<.c(î>„d.4({'4:int, B:int})) = Tsucd'int) = int 
Suppose we wish to apply incA to the record {A = 3, J5 = 4} G {A: int, B: int} in 
a context that expects a result of type real. The following diagram shows us that it 
does not matter whether the record is coerced to the record {A = 3.0} G {A: real} 
before the action is applied, or whether the result incA{d) G int is coerced to the 
value 4.0 G real: 
inc<4 {i4;real} 
Ac I{.4: real}I A^Ireal 
Ad |{A: int, 5: int} < {A: real}] Arlint < real] 
incA {i4:int,B:int} 
AD|{A:int,5:int}| > Aflint] 
The result is the same in either case—the coercion is not needed by the action. 
The typing and meaning functions for the action copy * succ are: 
T c o p y *succ — F  .  î m e r g e ( F , f ) ( ^ c o p y ( 0 »  ^ a u c c ( ^ ) )  
A c o p j / * j u c c  ~  '  F .  \v  : t  .  A.merge{F',F){1'copyi^)j  3^5ucc(^))  (  COpy t  V,  SUCC t  v)  
Application of copy * succ to the value 3 of type int gives the results: 
^copy»jucc(l^^) — ^merge(F,F)(^copy^jucc(^^^)) 
— int) 
= int X int 
copy * succ int 3 = Amerge{F,F)iTcopy{^T^t), T,ucc(int)) (copy int 3, succ int 3) 
= Ameri,.(F,F)(int,int) (3,4) 
= (3,4) 
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The typing and meaning functions for the action rebind = t> ( f o r g e t ;  b i n d  B) 
are defined as: 
T r e b i n d  =  ^ t , d )  X  F D  .  T c o n c a t { d ,  ^ & i n j  B  0  T f o r g e t ( F D , F )  { t , d ) )  
-^rebind = X{t,d) : FD . X{v,r) \txd. 
concat(r, [bind B TforgtHFD,F ) [ t ^ d ) )  o {forget^^pDp^{t,d)) (Vjr)) 
Application of the typing function to the types int and {A: int, 5: bool} gives: 
Trebind{ int ,  {.4:int, 5: bool}) 
= Tconcai{{A'. in t ,  5: bool}, Tbinds  o Tforget{FD,F) (int,{yl: int, 5:booI})) 
= T<.o„cat({>l:int, fî;bool}, T&wB(:nt)) 
— îconcat({•^* mt, 5: bool}, int}exactly ) 
= {A: int, 5: int} 
Application of rebind to the functional, declarative pair (3, {A = 5, B = true}) with 
types int and {.4: int, 5: bool} gives: 
rebind (int, {A: int, B: bool}) (3, {.4 = 5, B = true}) 
= concat{ {.4 = 5, B = true}, rg) 
where r2 is equal to 
{binds int o forget^p^ p) (int, {A: int, 5: bool})) (3,(^4 = 5, B = true}) 
= bind B int 3 
= {B = 3} 
We obtain the result concat{{A = 5, 5 = true}, {B = 3}) = {A = 5, J5 = 3} in 
which the new binding of B to 3 in the result record overrides the binding of B to 
true in the argument record. 
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CHAPTER 3. TYPE INFERENCE 
An action's typing function can be quite complex. Our type inference algorithm 
annotates an action with a type scheme that encodes the same information as its 
typing function, but is much easier to read. For example, the action find A * find B 
has the typing function: 
'^find A*find B ~ D . Tmerge{ F , F ) i '^find a{^) ^ '^findsid)) 
and the typing scheme: 
find A * find B E {A: B: ^ 2}^ Oi x O2 
The scheme states that when applied to any declarative facet argument whose 
type is a subtype of {A:^i, action find A* find B will produce a pair of values 
of types and 62 as its result. Any instantiations of the type variables 9i and $2 with 
types from the functional facet, and the type variable a with bindings (other than 
A and B) from the declarative facet is a legal (non-ns) typing for find A * find B. 
For example, if we instantiate di with real —» bool, O2 with int, and a with 
{C':bool}, application of the typing function to the instantiated scheme's source 
gives the instantiated scheme's target as its result: 
Tfind A*find^ bool, B:int, C:bool}) = (real —> bool) x int 
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This property of an action's type scheme is called soundness. 
An action's type scheme represents in schematic form the non-ns behavior of its 
typing function. Types which the typing function maps to ns are not instances of the 
source of the action's scheme. For example, T/;„d^«/;nds({C: bool}) = ns; likewise, 
the type {C: bool} is not an instance of the action's source scheme. TfindA»findB 
produces non-ns results when applied to any record type with at least fields for A 
and B. Similarly, the source scheme B: 92}a unifies with any record type with 
at least A and B fields. Any type that the typing function maps to a non-ns result is 
an instance of the typing scheme. This property of an action's type scheme is called 
completeness. 
Our type inference algorithm assigns a type scheme to an action expression that 
is both sound and complete with respect to the semantic model given in Chapter 2. 
Our algorithm thus infers the "best" type scheme for an action. Because the type 
inference and its soundness and completeness for each of the action combinators is 
defined independently, we shall sometimes refer to our type inference algorithm in 
the plural. 
ML-style, Unification-based Type Inference 
Language constructs in ML include function abstraction and application (i.e., the 
lambda calculus), and a set of polymorphic primitive operators [18]. It is the type 
constraints on these primitive operators and the declaration and use of identifiers 
which determine the types of an ML expression. 
Milner defines a type inference algorithm W for a subset of ML. Algorithm W 
annotates an ML expression with a type scheme. Milner proves the soundness of 
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algorithm W, which he states as "whenever W succeeds, it produces a well-typing." 
He states completeness as "whenever a well-typing exists, algorithm W succeeds in 
finding one," but does not prove it. 
W is defined in a syntax-directed manner: the type inference for an expression 
such as (El E2) is defined in terms of the type inference for its subexpressions Ei and 
E2. In order for the application (Ei Eg) to be well-typed, Ei should have a function 
type Ti —i- T2 and Eg should have type n. Because of the polymorphic operators, 
the types inferred for Ej and Eg may contain type variables. Function application 
in Milner's system is thus polymorphic. 
Application of a function to an argument requires that the argument's type be 
equal to the domain type of the function. Two type schemes are made equal to one 
another by unification. Unification results in a substitution U that tells us how the 
type variables in the two type expressions must be filled in to make them equal. A 
substitution is a finite mapping of type variables to type expressions. If r is a type 
scheme and U is & substitution, then U{T) is the type scheme obtained by replacing 
each variable 0 in r by U{6), U{T) is called an instance of r. 
Robinson [35] shows there is an algorithm unify that takes a pair of expressions 
r and a and produces a substitution U with the following properties: 
(a) If unify{T,cr)  = U  ^failure,  then U { T )  =  U {cr) .  U  unifies r and <r.  
(b) If Ui unifies r and cr, then unify{T^cr) = U ^ fai lure and there exists 
a substitution U2 such that U\ = U2 0 U. 
The second property states that um/y produces a most general  ot  "best" substitution: 
type variables are filled in only enough to make the terms match. 
Type inference for function application is defined in terms of unification: 
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W: Expression —^ Type-scheme 
VV(Ei Eg) = let Ti = W(Ei) 
let T2 = W(E2) 
let U = unify(ti,T2 ~ i3), where j3 is new 
in im 
(Note: we give a simplified description of algorithm W to focus on its features that 
are relevant to our type inference algorithm for action semantics.) Type inference 
for the expression hd [3,4] assigns the type scheme a list —r a to the primitive hd 
and the type int list to the value [3,4]. Each occurrence of a primitive operator like 
hd is assigned a typing scheme with "fresh" (previously unused) type variables. The 
type schemes a list —^ a and int list -h- jS are then unified, causing the variables a 
and f3 to both be instantiated with int. The result of hd [3,4] is inferred to have 
type int. 
We limit our description of type inference in ML to primitive operators and 
function application. Our definition of type inference for primitive actions and action 
combinators is based on the type inference for these constructs. Milner points out 
that polymorphic primitive operators appear to exist in all programming languages 
in such forms as assignment, pairing and tupling, list processing operations, and 
function application. Indeed, if we consider the action semantics metalanguage as a 
programming language itself, we have a language consisting entirely of such operators. 
And further, the language is used to define other languages. 
The kind of polymorphism in ML is parametric (also called "structural"). ML-
style type inference has been extended to inclusion polymorphism in the form of 
subtypes and records by a number of researchers [10,11,15, 20, 31, 41, 42]. Chapter 6 
discusses these extensions. Our type inference algorithm for action semantics also 
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extends ML-style type inference with subtypes and records, and additionally adds a 
form of ad-hoc polymorphism. 
Type Schemes 
We now define the language of type schemes for each of the facets and the 
type schemes for the set of primitive actions. Our type schemes are based on those 
introduced by Milner for ML and its extensions to subtypes by Mitchell [20] and 
records by Wand [41]. 
Facets 
Figure 3.1 gives the syntax of the typing schemes for each facet. Type variables 
are represented by A, a, cr, and l. $ stands for an arbitrary proper type in 
the functional facet and may be instantiated to any type scheme generated by v. 
A is a field variable [31, 42]; it represents unknown status about the "presence" or 
"absence" of an identifier in a record scheme, a is a row variable [41]; it indicates 
unknown status about all identifiers not mentioned in the index set of the record type 
scheme. Field and row variables are used for "bookkeeping" during type inference as 
we shall see later. The present-tag on a field's type scheme is merely syntactic sugar 
to make it clear that we cannot unify a "present" 0-field with an "absent" absent-
field. The absent-ûeld is used in conjunction with exactly-tagged record schemes. It 
is sometimes convenient to treat two records as having the same index set and the 
use of oèsen^-fields allows us to do this. 
As an example, the scheme {A : present{6),B : A,C7 : a6sen<}aexactly repre­
sents the family of record types that have an A-field, may or may not have a B -field. 
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p G Primitive-type 
V G Functional-type-scheme 
p ::= nat | int | real | bool 
V ::= p I Vi X ^2 I vi —> V2 \ 9 \ d \ {I : v)var 
i G Identifier 
f G Field 
d G Record-type-scheme 
r G Row 
f ::= absent | A | present{v) 
r ::= a | Ctexactly I exactly 
d ^i '• 
i . G Location 
m G Cell 
I G Locn 
s G Storage-type-scheme 
I ::= 4 ! i  
m ::= undef | v 
s ::= (I : mtjtçicr 
e G Constraint 
c G Constraints 
e ::= Vi < V2 I -si < ^2 
c ::= Ci and C2 | e 
5 G Typing-scheme 
S ::= 1 |r|j|a|rx(f|t;x6|c(xa|t;x(fx6 
Figure 3.1. Syntax of Type Schemes 
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definitely do not have a C-field, may or may not have other fields beyond A, B, and 
C, and finally has an exact number of fields. 
We assume that a row variable a has as its "domain of use" its index set I and 
can only be instantiated with fields whose labels are not in I [31, 40, 42]. We also 
assume that all occurrences of a row variable a appear in the same context, i.e., have 
the same index set on their associated record type scheme. 
cr is a row variable for storage types. To distinguish them from the row variables 
for record type schemes, we will call them storage variables. The same assumptions 
on row variables apply to storage variables. Storage cells also have associated book­
keeping information. The undef cell indicates that its location is undefined in the 
storage type. Again, as for record type schemes, this information is needed to ensure 
that all occurrences of a storage variable have the same context. The type variable 
i may appear in a storage type scheme to indicate unknown status about the exact 
location of the cell. This allows us to do inference on the type of value stored in a 
cell without mention of the cell's location. 
We will often abbreviate a record type scheme by omitting the index set for 
its identifiers when it can be inferred. For example, the scheme {i : A,-, j : /,}a 
abbreviates the scheme {i : A,-, j : fj}içi,jçj(x, where I D J = 0. 
Primitive actions 
An action has a typing scheme of the form Si S2 if C, where Si and S2 are 
facet typing schemes, and C is a set of constraints. When there are no constraints, 
i.e., C = true, we omit the set of constraints from the scheme. We will sometimes 
use a script letter S to refer to an action's scheme. Figure 3.2 gives the syntax of 
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ACTION SCHEME 
put (n : to) 1 to 
succ 6-^0 if 0 < real 
pass { }a { }a 
bind i 0 A {i ; />reseni(0)}exactly 
find i {j ; present{6)}a A 0 
copy 9-^9 
fst X ^2 —' ^1 
snd 9i X $2 ^2 
add \nt 9i X 92 int if 9i < int and < int 
addreai 9\ X 92 real if 9i < real and 92 < real 
skip ()(T (}(T 
alloct^ {( : undef)cr A (£ ; (o)var x {i : to)(T where i = newlocnQ 
contents {t : ^)var x {i : 9)<t Q 
update ( ( t  : 0 )var x  9') x  ( t  :  $)<t {t ; 9)(t if 9' <9 
Figure 3.2. Typing Schemes for Primitive Actions 
type schemes for the primitive and bridging actions. 
When reading a typing scheme, there is implicit universal quantification on each 
type variable, provided its instantiation will not make the constraints false. For 
example, the typing scheme succ £ 9 9 if 9 < real is read as "for all instantiations 
of 9 such that 0 is a subtype of real, succ has type 0 The scheme abbreviates 
the typing function \t F. if t < real then t else ns. The next section discusses 
the correctness of an action scheme with respect to the model. 
Soundness and completeness 
We would like to know whether the typing schemes given in Figure 3.2 correctly 
represent the behaviors of the typing functions for the actions. We are interested 
in two properties of the typing scheme for a given action: its soundness and its 
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completeness with respect to the action's typing function. Both properties key on 
instantiations into the typing scheme that make the constraints hold true. 
The general notion of an instantiation into a typing scheme is represented by a 
substitution. We are interested in substitutions that will allow the scheme's set of 
constraints to be satisfied. For example, the substitution U = [^i i-> ^2 x ^3] does not 
allow the constraint < real to be satisfied because there is no way to instantiate 
62 and 63 to make the constraint U{di < real) = $2 x $3 < real hold in our subtype 
ordering. The constraint U{6i < real) is not satisiiable. Satisfaction of constraints 
will be addressed in the next chapter. 
We say that a substitution U is ground with respect to scheme S\ S2 if C if 
no type variables remain in the scheme after the substitution is applied. For example, 
the substitution U = [^4 int][^5 1—^ bool] is ground with respect to the scheme 
S = Os 65 if 04 < real because no type variables remain in the scheme U{S). 
When the scheme we are concerned with is clear, we will simply refer to U as a 
ground substitution. The result of applying a ground substitution to a type scheme 
is a ground type scheme. The next section discusses the translation of a ground type 
scheme into a type. 
We have the following definitions for soundness and completeness: 
Soundness A typing scheme Si -^82 if C is sound for action a: Ki 
K2 if and only if for all types k Ç. Ki, for all ground substitutions U, 
U{Si) = k ^ ns and U[C) holds true imply that Ta{k) = U{S2). 
Completeness A typing scheme Si S2 if C is complete for action 
a'.Ki -4 K2 if and only if for all types k £ Ki, Ta{k) ^  ns implies there 
exists a ground substitution U such that U(Si) = k and U{C) holds true. 
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The proofs of soundness and completeness for the primitive type schemes are 
straightforward so we omit them. The key point is showing that the subtyping con­
straints in an action's typing function are "checked" by the action's typing scheme. 
For example, recall that the typing function for contents is TconUnts(t', s) = if t' = 
(f: ()var and s < {C:t) then t else ns. The subtyping on storage is enforced by 
contents's source scheme on the imperative facet: to produce a non-ns typing, ground 
substitutions into the scheme {t:$)(T must instantiate 4 to a location, say i, 6 to & 
type in the functional facet, say t, and IT to a set of storage cells with locations other 
than say {ii'.ti,..., . Application of this substitution to the storage scheme 
results in the type {Lt, iiUi,... ,in:tn), which is a subtype of . 
Equivalence rewrite rules Ground type schemes in the declarative and im­
perative facets differ syntactically from types in these facets. Record type schemes 
and storage type schemes contain extra bookkeeping information in each field that 
is not present in their corresponding types. We use rewrite rules to translate a type 
scheme into a type. 
A field variable in a record scheme can be instantiated to either absent or 
present{t), for some type t. "absent" fields don't exist as types, but they appear 
in "exactly" record type schemes to indicate that the field is not present in the 
record. We eliminate them by the following rule: 
(E-i) {... I: absent . . .}exactly ^ { }exactly 
The "present" tag on a field value is eliminated by the rules: 
(E-ii) {... I:prese7l^(^).. .}exactly ^ ^exactly 
(E-iii) {... I:preaen^(f)...} => 
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Storage type schemes may contain "undefined" cells which are not present in the 
typing system. These tags are needed in the type inference algorithm by the function 
newlocn. These bookkeeping cells are eliminated from a ground storage type scheme 
by the rule: 
(E-iv) .  . t ' . u n d e f , . {  )  
Note that some of our "ground schemes" are not actually "schemes". For ex­
ample, we allow the row variable a in the record scheme {A:presen((int)}a to be 
instantiated to { }. But the resulting ground scheme, {A:pre5en<(int)}, is not gen­
erated by our syntax of schemes. 
Type Inference for Action Combinators 
We now present the type inference algorithms for each of the action combinators 
and prove soundness and completeness. We introduce functions used by the type 
inference algorithms as we go along. 
Sequential composition 
For actions af' and ap, we define the type inference for sequential composition 
as (aj ; where 
semiiSi A 52 ifC,S[ A 5^ ifC) = 
U{S,) A U{S'^) ifU{C and C"), 
if U = unify{Se,S'j)  ^  failure and is-3atisfiable{U{C' and C")) 
ns -4 ns if false, otherwise 
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The type inference uses the function is-satisfiahle: Constraints Bool, which 
states whether there exists a ground substitution Uo for a set of constraints C such 
that UoiC) holds true. The algorithms for checking the satisfaction of a set of 
constraints are presented in the next chapter. 
semi depends on the unification of the target scheme for ai and the source 
scheme for 03. ML-style unification is used for the type schemes in the functional 
facet. The algorithms for the unification of record and storage type schemes are given 
in Figures 3.3 and 3.4. 
As an example, the unification of {A'.present{d2), B:presen<(bool)}exactly with 
{A: Ai, C: a6sen<}aexactly produces the substitution [a 1—» {5: presen<(bool)}] [Ai 
present{62)] and the scheme {A: present{62), B: present{bool),C'• o,^sent}ex&ctly 
The unification of storage types needs some explanation, unify-storage does not 
distinguish between locations i and location type variables t. When unifying the 
schemes (^iiint, i2:int)(ri and (taiint, ^4: int)cr2, we do not have enough information 
to know whether to instantiate either of L3 or <,4 to one of the locations. Instead, unifi­
cation produces the substitution [<Tx ^ (igiint, t4:int)(T3] [0-2 int)iT3]. 
Location type variables may only be unified with other location type variables or in­
stantiated to locations when they appear as part of a variable type scheme (/: v)var. 
This has the effect that two locations appearing in the same storage type scheme 
may become equivalent as the type inference on an action expression progresses. We 
thus can have storage schemes with duplicate locations. This does not present any 
problems as we can rewrite a scheme [hm, l:m')(T as {l:Tn)(T, provided m = m', so 
we will simply ignore this anomaly. 
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unify-records: Record x Record —> Substitution 
unify-records{di,d2) = 
let I = fields-in{di) U jields-in^dz) 
let Ui,d\ = extend-record(I\fields-in(di), di) 
let = extend-record(I\fields-in{d2),d2) 
let {fields^}ri = d[ 
let {fields2}r2 = 
let Us = unify-row-vars(ri,r2) 
let U4 = unify-fields{I, fields I, fields 2) 
in U4 o U3 0 U2 o Ui 
extend-record'. Labels x Record Substitution x Record 
extend-record(J, {i : /,}exactly) = [j, {i • fi, j ' a^sen^ }exactly 
extend-record(J,{i : /,}a) = [a {j : Aj}/?], {i : fi, j : Aj}/3 
extend-record{J,{i : /Jaexactly) = [a {j • {i : j : Aj 
unify-row-vars: Row x Row —> Substitution 
unify-row-vars{ri,r2) = cases of 
(exactly>exactly ) [] 
( e x a c t l y e x a c t l y  )  [ c t  1 — ^  {  } e x a c t l y |  
(exactly ; (^exactly ) or (^exactly ; exactly ) [<^ '^ { }] 
(a,/5) [a H-»• 8\[j3 1—5] 
( <^)/^exactly ) (/^exactly > ' ^ exactly ][/^ ^  
(^exactly)/^exactly) ^ [ck t—» 6)[/3 1—» 6] 
unify-fields: Label-list x Record x Record —> Substitution 
unify-fields {nil, c/i, c/2 ) = [ ] 
unify-fields{i i,di,d2) = 
let i7i = unify-fields{C,di,d2) 
let U2 = unify{Ui{di.i),Ui{d2.i)) 
in U2 o Ui 
Figure 3.3. Unification of Record Type Schemes 
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unify-storage : Storage-type-scheme x Storage-type-scheme —» Substitution 
unify-st0rage{s-i,s2) = 
let I = locations-in{si) fl locations-in{s2) 
let = unify-cells{1,81,82) 
let {i : : rnjjcri = U{8i) 
let (i : mi,k : m&jcrg = U{82) 
in [iTi H-> {k : [<73 1-- {j : mj)cr] 0 U 
unify-cells : Location-list x Storage-scheme x Storage-scheme —> Substitution 
u n i f y - c e l l s { n i l ,  S i ,  S 2 )  =  [ ]  
unify-ceUs{i :: 51,52) = 
let = unify-cells(i,3x,s2) 
let U2 = unify{Ui(si.i),Ui{s2.i)) 
in U2 0 Ui 
Figure 3.4. Unification of Storage Type Schemes 
An example We now show the type inference for the action pass ; find B. 
First, schemes are inferred for the primitive actions: 
pass e { }«! { }«! 
find B £ {B : present{9i)}a2 ^1 
Each action scheme is given distinct type variables. Next, type inference for ; unifies 
{ }«! and {B : present{6i)}a2 to produce the substitution: 
U = [ai ^ {B : Alias][03 i-> 04][03 04][Ai pre3ent{di)] 
There are no constraints, so U is applied to the source and target typing schemes to 
obtain the scheme pass', find B Ç. {B •. pre8ent{d\)}an Oi. 
As another example, we show the type inference for find B\bind A. The type 
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schemes for the primitive actions are: 
find B £ {B : present{Oi)}ai 9i 
bind A E ^2 {A : present{92)}exactly 
61 and O2 are unified to a new type variable 63^ and the type inference produces the 
following typing scheme for the action: 
find B\ bind A E {B : •pTesent[6z))a.x {.4 : presen<(^3)}exactly 
Soundness and completeness of sequential composition We now show 
soundness and completeness for semi. Recall that the typing function for the com-
binator is = TL, 0 Tai • 
Proposition 3.1 If scheme S\ = Si if C is sound for action oj : A'l Ks, 
and scheme S2 = S[ Sg if C is sound for action 02 : Â'2 K2, then scheme 
semi(Si,S2) is sound for action «i; (tg -
Proof Let semz(5i,«?2) = S S' if D. Let k £ and let U q be a ground substi­
tution such that UoiS) = k ns and Uo{D) holds true. Then U = unify{Si,S't)  ^  
failure, since k ^ ns. Thus, k = Uo{USi). Since Uo{D) = Uo{U{C and C')) holds 
true, Uo{UC) = true and Uo{UC') = true. 
By the soundness of af', Ta,(fc) = Uo{U{S2)) = k' = Uo{U{S[)), since U{S2) = 
U{S[). If k' ^ ns, by the soundness of ap, Taj{k') = UoiUS'z) = Uo{S'). Thus, 
Ta,;aAk) = Ta,{Ta,m = UoiS'). • 
Lemma 3.1 Let Si = Si S2 ifC be the scheme for action ai'.Ki K2, and let 
S2 = S'l S2 if C be the scheme for action «2: K2 Ki^. For all types k Ç. Ki and 
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k' € K2, if there exist ground substitutions Ui and U2 such that Ui{Si) = k, Ui(C) 
holds, and Ui{S2) = k' ^ ns, and = k', and l^iC) holds, then there exists a 
ground substitution Uq such that UoiUiS\)) = k and Uo{U{C and C")) holds, where 
U = unify{S2,S[ ). 
Proof Since there are no variables used in common by Si and S2, Ih U U2 is a 
unifier of S2 and and U\[JU2{G and C) holds. Hence, there exists a substitution 
U' such that U' = unify{Ss^ S[ ) ^ failure . Since unification produces a most general 
unifier, there must exist a ground substitution Uq such that Uo 0 U' = U\ U U2. Uo 
is the desired substitution. • 
Proposition 3.2 If scheme S-i = Si S2 if C is sound and complete for action 
ai'.Ki K2, and scheme S2 = S[ S'2 if C" is complete for action og: A'g K^, 
then is complete. 
Proof Say that = k" ^ ns, where Ta^ik) = k' ^ ns, by strictness, and 
Tatik') = k". By the completeness of «Si, there exists a ground substitution Ui such 
that Ui{Si) = k and Ui{C) holds. By the soundness of 5i, Ui{S2) = k'. By the 
completeness of <S2, there exists a ground substitution U2 such that U2{S[) = k' and 
U2{C') holds. Now by Lemma 3.1, the result follows. • 
Parallel composition 
For actions of' and ap , we define the type inference for parallel composition as 
(ai * where 
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star{S^ - 52 ifC,S[ ^ 5^ ifC) = 
U' 0 U{Si) ^ S' if U' 0 U{C and C) 
where U — unijy[Si,S[) ^ failure 
and U',S' = Smerge{U{S2),U{S2)) failure 
a n d  i s - s a t i s f i a b l e ( U '  o  U ( C  a n d  C ) )  
ns ns if false, otherwise 
Parallel composition depends on the type inference defined by Smerge- When 
merging functional facet schemes, ordinary tupling occurs: Smerge{F,F){vi.,V2) infers 
the product type scheme Vi x V2. When merging records, the records are unioned 
if they have no fields in common. Smerge{D,D) is defined in Figure 3.5. The type 
inference must verify that the index sets of the two records are disjoint and that both 
record type schemes are "exactly". Both schemes are extended to have identical sets 
of labels and exactly-tags, resolve-fields ensures that labels with a present-field in 
one record have an aisen^-field in the other. 
The key to keeping the inference simple is the omission of the cases in func­
tions resolve-row-vars and resolve-fields. There is no avoiding complex record con­
straints when unioning record schemes with two distinct row variables, like {...}a 
and {.. .}/3, or two distinct field variables, like {A : Ai}exactly and {A : A2}exactly 
[42]. (One of the A-variables must be absent, but we do not know which one.) In 
a later section, we will show that the typing schemes for action expressions have 
properties that make these omitted cases impossible in our system. 
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SmeTge(D,D) ' Declarative-facet-scheme x Declarative-facet-scheme 
—* Substitution x Declarative-facet-scheme 
'5'merge(^l ) ^2 ) — 
let I = fields-in(di)U fields-in(d2) 
let Ui,d\ = extend-record(I\ fields-in{di),di) 
let = extend-record(I\ fields-in{d2),d2) 
let U^fd = ^untonC-^)) ^ 2 ) 
in U3oU2oUi,d 
Sunion •' Labels x Record x Record —^ Substitution x Record 
S union (/, {fields i} rowi, {fields2} row2 ) = 
let UifTow = resolve-row-vars{rowi,row2) 
let U21 fields = resolve-fields{I,fieldsi,fields2) 
in U20 Ui, {fields}row 
resolve-row-vars; Row x Aow —> Substitution 
resolve-row-vars{ri,r2) = cases (,r2) of 
(exactly 5 exactly ) ^ []; exactly 
(exactly)Qiexactly) (^exactly?exactly) ='" []jO:exactly 
(exactly; ^r (cK, exactly ) [o: 1—* /^exactly])/^exactly 
(a, a) => [a I—* { ^ exactly); exactly 
(^exactly > <^exactly ) [o! {}]> exactly 
(a[exactly],/^[exactly]) do not appear in our system 
resolve-fields: Labels x Record x Record —> Substitution 
resolve-fields(nil,di,d2) = [],{} 
resolve-fields{i :: i,di,d2) = 
let Ui,d = resolve-fields(i,di,d2) 
let U2,f = cases {Ui{di.i),Ui{d2.i)) of 
{absent,f) or {f, absent) => [],/ 
(A,A) [A t—»• absent], absent 
[A,present{v)) or (present(v), A) =» [A 1—> absent],present(v} 
(present(v),present(v')) failure 
(A, A') => does not appear in our system 
in U2oUu{i:f}@d 
Figure 3.5. Type Inference for Merge on the Declarative Facet 
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An example As an example, we show the type inference for (find B\ bind A) * 
pass. The type inference for the arguments to * was shown in the last section: 
find B\ hind A Ç. {B : presen<(^3)}ai -4 [A : presen^(^3)}exactly 
pass e { }a2 { }a2 
The type inference for * unifies (B : present(ff3)}ai and { }a2 to produce substi­
tution f^i = [aj I—»• {B : Ai}a3][a3 i—> a4][Ai !->• present(Os)]- Next, 
5'merge(D,D) is applied to the two target schemes {A : present(&3)}exactly and {B ; 
present(^3)}a4 to produce the substitution = [0:4 1-^ {.4 ; A2}Q!5exactIy][^2 
absent], and the new target scheme {A : presentiO^), B : presen<(^3)}a5exactly • The 
substitution U2 0 Ui is applied to the source scheme and we obtain the following 
typing scheme for the action: 
(find B; bind A) * pass E {B : presentiOs), A : absent}asexactly 
A {/I : presenilis), B : present(^3)}a5exactly 
Soundness and completeness of merge Smerge is a "scheme constructor" 
in a sense: when applied to a pair of schemes ^2 and 5^, with kindings A'2 and A'j, 
SMERGEIKI.K!^) produccs a new target scheme S, together with a substitution U. The 
substitution must be applied to the source schemes Si and to restrict them to 
exactly those instantiations that will produce a non- ns target type. Because of this 
substitution, we have slightly different formulations of soundness and completeness 
for Smevge than we have for the other actions. We state these properties for Smerge 
on the declarative facet. 
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Definition 3.1 SmergeiD,D) sound iff for all declarative facet schemes di and (/g, 
for all record types d and d', if Smerge(D,D){di,d2) = U^ds ^ failure, then for all 
ground substitutions Uq, Uo{U{di)) = d ^ ns and Uo(U{d2)) = d' ns imply 
Tmerge(D.D){d,d') = Voids). 
Definition 3.2 Smerge{D,D) is complete iff for all declarative facet schemes di and 
dz, if SmtTge(,D,D)idi,d2) = U^ds ^failure, then for all ground substitutions Uo such 
that Tmerge{D,D)iVo{d\), Uoidz)) ^  ns, there exists a ground substitution such that 
Uo = U(,oLf. 
Our notion of "completeness" for Smerge is actually a weakness property on the 
substitution returned by Smerge{D,D)- The proofs of soundness and completeness for 
Smerge MG Omitted. 
Soundness and completeness of parallel composition We now show sound­
ness and completeness for star. Recall that the typing function for the combinator 
is = Tmerge(K2,Ki){Tai{fi),Taj{k)). 
Proposition 3.3 If scheme Si = Si S^ if C is sound for action ai:K\ K2, 
and scheme S2 = S[ 5^ if C" is sound for action as'. Ki K2, then scheme 
s t a r { S i , S 2 )  i s  s o u n d  f o r  a c t i o n  a j  *  a j .  
Proof Let stariSiiSi) = 5 5' i/D, let fc G A'l, and let Uq be a ground substi­
tution such that Uo{S) •= k ^ ns and Uo{D) holds true. Then U = unify(Si, S[) 7^ 
failure^ since k ^ ns. Similarly, U\S' = SmeTge{U{S2)iU (S2)) ^failure. Thus, k = 
UoiU'oU{Si)). Since Uo{D) = Uo{U'oU{C and G')) holds true, Uo{U'oU{C)) = true 
and Uo{U'oU{C')) = true. 
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By the soundness of af', Taj(fc) = Uo(U'oU{S2)) = • By the soundness of af', 
Ta,(A:)  =  U o ( U '  0 U i S ' z ) )  = k " .  By the soundness  of  S m e r g e ,  T ^ t r g e { K 2 , K l ^ ) { ^ ' , b " )  =  
f/o(5'). Thus, ° 
Lemma 3.2 Let Si = Si Si if C be the scheme for action «i: A'l -4 A'2, and let 
S2 = S[ S2 if C be the scheme for action «2: A'^. For all types k Ç Ki, 
if there exist ground substitutions Ui and U2 such that U\{Si) = t ^  ns and Ui{C) 
holds, and U2{S[) = k and UiiC") holds, then there exists a ground substitution Uo 
such that Uo{f-^{Si)) = k and Uq{U{C and C")) holds, where U = unify{Si,S[). 
Proof Since there are no variables used in common by S\ and 82 •, U\ U U2 is a 
unifier of S\ and , and Ui[JU2{C and C") holds. Hence, there exists a substitution 
U' such that U' = unify{SI, S[) 7^ failure. Since unification produces a most general 
u n i f i e r ,  t h e r e  m u s t  e x i s t  a  g r o u n d  s u b s t i t u t i o n  U q  s u c h  t h a t  U O  o  U '  =  U I  U  U 2 .  U O  
is the desired substitution. • 
Proposition 3.4 //af' and ap are complete, then so is (ai * . 
Proof Say that Tai^atik) = T,rierge{K2,K!,){Tai{k),Ta^{k)) ^ ns. By the completeness 
of «Si and S2, there exist ground substitutions Ui and U2 such that Ui{Si) = k 
and UI(C) holds, and U2{S[) = k and UIIC") holds. By Lemma 3.2, there exists a 
ground substitution Uo such that Uo{U{S\)) = k and Uo{U{C and C) holds, where 
U = unify{St, ). By the completeness of S^ERGE, there exists a ground substitution 
Uq such that Uo = UqO where U'^S' = SmeTge{U{S2).,U{S2)). Choose Uq as the 
needed substitution, since Uq{U' 0 U(Si))) = k and Uq{U' 0 U{C and C')) holds. • 
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Concatenation composition 
For action , where a: K D and K < D, we define concatenation composi­
tion as (t> ^ where 
override(Si S2 if C) = 
L f i S , ) ^ S i f U i C ) ,  
if U,S = Sconcat{declarative-facet-scheme-in { S i ) , S 2 )  ^ failure 
and is-satisfiable{U{C)) 
ns A ns if false, otherwise 
Concatenation composition depends on the type inference defined by Sconcat-
(See Figure 3.6.) Sconcat{di,d2) requires that ^2 have an "exactly" tag. Problems 
arise when row and field variables appear in c/2. For example, if identifier A is 
bound to a present{Oyi)-Held in di, but is bound to a -field in di, we must wait 
to find out whether will be instantiated to an absent-9ie\A or to a present-
field to know if it should override the field in di. To solve this problem, we could 
put a new field .4: A? in the new target scheme, and use a constraint of the form 
(A? = present{$A) and A^ = absent) or (A? = present{9'>) and A4 = present{d'>)). 
Fortunately, action semantics expressions have the property that any row and field 
variables in dg's typing scheme must also be present in d\'s typing scheme, so the 
omitted cases in Figure 3.6 never arise. This will be discussed later. 
As an example, we show the type inference for > {find B\ bind A). The type 
inference for > applies Sconcat to the source and target schemes of find B\ hind A 6 
{B : present{êx))ai {v4 : preaen<(^i)}exactly- Both records are extended to have 
the same fields: the source is extended with an A'. Ai-field, and the target is extended 
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Sconcat ' Record X Record —> Substitution x Record 
^concati^l^ *^2) 
let I = fields-in{di) U fields-in{d2) 
let Ui,d\ = extend-record(I\ fields-in{di),di) 
let f/g,(^2 = extend-record(I\ fields-in(d2).,d2) 
let {fieldsi}ri = d[ 
let {fields2}r2 = d'^ 
let f^3,r = override-row-vars{ri,r2) 
let fields = override-fields{I,fields^,fields2) 
in Ua 0  U2 0 Ui, {fi,elds}r 
override-row-vars: Row x Row Substitution x Row 
override-row-vars{ri,r2) = cases (ri,r2) of 
(^1 )exactly) []>^1 
(<^exactly»'^exactly ) —' []>'^exactly 
(a, a) [a hh' /^exactly])/^exactly 
( all other cases) do not appear in our system 
override-fields: Labels x Record x Record —> Record 
override-fields{nil,d\^d2) = {} 
override-fields{i :: i,di,d2) = 
let d = override-fields{i, di,d2) 
let / = cases {di.i,d2-i) of 
(/, absent) => / 
{f^present{v)) present{v) 
(A, A) => A 
(A, A') or {absent, Ù,) or {present{v), A) => 
do not appear in our system 
in {i : f}@d 
Figure 3.6. Type Inference for Concatenation 
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with a B: absent-held. This produces the substitution U = [ai {.4 : . 
Next, override-rows is applied to and exactly, with the unknown fields denoted by 
«2 carried through to the new target scheme. The present-fields in the target override 
the same fields in the source. Thus, the .4-field in {.4 : present{$i), B : a65en<}exactly 
appears in the new target scheme, overriding the -field in {B : present{6i), A : 
Ai}a2. Fields which are "absent" in the target are allowed to flow through from the 
source. Thus, the 5-field from the source appears in the new target scheme, U is 
applied to the source to obtain the action's typing scheme: 
> {find B ; hind A) 6 {B : present{9i), A : Ai}a2 
A {A : pre3ent{6i), B : present{9i)}a2 
The scheme illustrates that field .4 can be either "present" or "absent" in the source 
of the composite action. 
Soundness and completeness of concatenation composition The defi­
nitions of soundness and completeness for Sconcat are similar to those for S„jerge(D,D)-
(See Propositions 3.1 and 3.2.) We now show soundness and completeness for override. 
Proposition 3.5 If scheme S = S-i S2 if C is sound for action a: K D, where 
K < D, then (> is sound. 
Proof Let override{S) = S -4 S' if D, let k € K, and let Uq be a ground 
substitution such that UO{S) = A: / ns and Uq{D) holds true. Then U,S' = 
Sconcatideclarative-facet-in{Si),S2) ^ failure, since k ^ ns. Thus, k = Uo{U{Si)) 
and Uo{U{C)) = true. By the soundness of a^, Ta(k) = UO{U{S2)) = d' ^ ns. Let d 
= declarative-facet-in{k). By the soundness of Sconcat 1 Tconcatid, d') = Uq{S'). Thus, 
T>a(fc) = Zoncat{d,d') = Uo{S'). • 
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Proposition 3.6 If scheme S = Sx S2 if C is complete for action a: K D, 
where K < D, then (> is complete. 
Proof Say that U,S = Sconcatideclarative-facet-in{Si) ,82) ^ failure, and that 
Tt.aif') f ns and Ta{k) = d' ^ ns, where k G K. By the completeness of , there 
exists a ground substitution Uo such that Uo{Si) = k and Uo(C) holds. Let d = 
declarative-facet-in{k). Tconcat{di<^') ^ ns, since T^a{k) ^ ns. By the completeness 
of Sconcati there exists a ground substitution such that Uo = Uq 0 U, Choose Uq 
to be the needed substitution, since Uo(Si) — Uq{U{S\)) = k and Uo{C) = Uq{U{C)) 
holds. • 
Simplifying properties 
The definitions of S^erge and Sconcat in Figures 3.5 and 3.6 are well-defined, 
despite the omitted cases. Action semantics expressions possess two important sim­
plifying properties that allow their omission: 
Alpha-preserved A scheme 5i -4 S2 if C with kinding Ki A'2 has 
the a-preserved property if whenever K2 ^ D and the declarative facet 
scheme in S2 contains a row variable a, then K\ < D and the declarative 
facet scheme in Si contains the same a. 
Delta-preserved A scheme 5i S2 if C with kinding Ki A'2 has 
the ^-preserved property if whenever K2 < D and the declarative facet 
scheme in S2 contains a field I: A, then K\ < D and the declarative facet 
scheme in Si contains the same field I: A. 
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Proposition 3.7 Let aj have scheme S\ = Si S2 if C'l, and let a2 have scheme 
S2 = S[ — S2 if C'i. If Si and S2 have the a-preserved and -preserved properties 
for all row variables a, and all field variables A, then: 
(a) if U = unify{Si, S[) ^ failure, then U{ S i )  and U i S z )  have the a-
and A-preserved properties, and 
(i) if U = unify{S2, S[) ^ failure, then U( S i )  and U{ S 2 )  have the a-
and A -preserved properties. 
Proposition 3.7 is needed to show that the a- and A-preserved properties of 
an action's typing scheme are preserved by the type inference algorithms for the 
combinators. Informally, consider the type inference for ai *02, where di cfg if C is 
the scheme for ai: D D, and d[ cîj if C is the scheme for a^i D D. Assume 
that the schemes have the a- and A-preserved properties. The type inference unifies 
di with , producing the substitution and forcing the row and field variables to 
be the same in U{di) and U{d[). If U{d2) has a row variable, by Proposition 3.7 (i), 
it is in U{di) as well, and similarly for (/(cfg). So if both jg) and jg) have row 
variables, they must be identical, implying that the two arguments to Sunion have 
the same row variables. Thus, the omitted cases in Figure 3.5 never arise. A similar 
result holds for field variables in Ui^dz) and U{d'2). 
Proposition 3.7 (ii) is used in a similar manner to show that the type inference 
for ai ; «2 preserves the properties. 
For type inference on > a, if o's scheme di d2 if C has the a- and A-
preserved properties, then the row and field variables in d^ also appear in in di. 
Again, the omitted cases in Figure 3.6 never arise. 
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Conditional composition 
Conditional composition requires modification of the syntax for action typing 
schemes: 
S 5i ^ S2 if C\ 5i/52 
The symbol / may be thought of as an "exclusive or". The scheme for the action 
succlnot looks like 6 9 if 9 < real / bool bool. Note that / is not a type 
constructor. (Recall that the typing function for succjnot is defined as Tju„/noi(0 = 
if T,ucc{t) ^ ns then T,ucc{t) else T^oiit).) 
Because there are two forms for action schemes now, we can no longer talk 
about the "source" and "target" of an action. We remedy this by introducing two 
new constructs into our syntax for typing schemes: 
sc G Scheme-constraint 
al G Scheme-list 
sc ::= S, C I scijsci 
si ::= S 1 sli/sl^ 
We use the following functions to extract the source and target of a scheme: 
source'. Typing-scheme —> Scheme-constraint 
source{Si S2 if C) — 5i,C' 
souTce{ S x  18 2 )  = source{ S \ )  130urce{ S 2 )  
target: Typing-scheme —»• Scheme-constraint 
target{Si S2 if C) = S2,C 
taTge t { S \ j  S 2 )  =  t a rge t {S i )  /  t a rge t { S 2 )  
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Each source and target of the slash scheme must be kept together with its asso­
ciated constraint set because the application of a substitution U to a source or target 
scheme S depends on the constraint set U{C) being satisfiable. Substitution into a 
Scheme-constraint yields a Scheme-list: 
: Substitution x Scheme-constraint —> Scheme-list 
failure (sc) = ns 
U(sc) = cases sc of 
S,C if is-satisfiable{UC) then U(S) else ns 
sci/sc2 U(sci)jU{sc2) 
where ns/S = 5/ns = 5. A consequence of the above definition is that if Uiscifsc^) 
= 5/1/5/2, where sli ^ ns and s/2 ^ ns, then slifsk ^ S for any scheme S. 
The definition of the typing function for slash depends on the domains of the 
typing functions for the two actions being disjoint. The type inference for slash must 
determine whether this holds by examining the source schemes of the two actions. 
The function indep takes care of this: 
indep: Scheme-constraint x Scheme-constraint —> Bool 
indep{{Si,Ci),{S2,C2)) = 
false, ii U = unify{Si, S 2 )  ^ failure and is-satisfiable{UCi), 
and is-satisfiable { U C 2 )  
true, otherwise 
indep{[S,C),scxlSC2) = indep{{S,C),sci) and indep{{S,C),sc2) 
indep{scilsc2,sc) = indep{sc\, sc) and indep{sc2, sc) 
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Proposition 3.8 indep{sci,sc2) implies there does not exist a substitution U such 
that U{source sci) = U{source sci) ^ ns. 
We now define the type inference for conditional composition and show its sound­
ness and completeness. The incorporation of this new form of scheme into the type 
inference for the other combinators and their proofs of soundness and completeness 
can be found in [8]. 
For actions af' and af', where aj and a-i both have kinding A'2, we 
define the type inference for conditional composition as where 
slash(Si,S2) = 
S1/S2, if indep{sourceSi, sourceS2) 
ns ns if false, otherwise 
Recall that the typing function for conditional composition is 
T a i / a 2  =  T f a i H K , )  °  , when domain{Tai ) fl domain{Tai) ^ 0 
\k 6 Ki. ifTai{k) ^  ns then Ta,(A:) else Tai{k), otherwise 
Proposition 3.9 //af' and ap are complete, then so is 
Proof Let ai and 03 have kinding A'l -4 A'a, and let k 6 A\. Say that Tai/ajik) ^ 
ns. Without loss of generality, say that Ta^/a^ik) = Ta^[k) ^ ns, and Ta^{k) = 
ns. By the completeness of S\, there exists a ground substitution such that 
U\{sourceSi) = k. Suppose there is also some ground substitution U2 such that 
U2{sourceS2) = k. Since there are no common variables, U\ U (/g is a unifier of 
sourceSi and sourceS2, contradicting Proposition 3.8. So choose any substitution 
U2 that is ground for S2'. U\ U Uzisource slash{S\,S2)) = fc. • 
Lemma 3.3 //af' and ap are complete, then indep(sourceSi^sourceS2) implies 
domain(Tai) n domain{Taj) = 0. 
Proof Assume indep(sourceSi,sourceS2) and suppose there is some type k G 
domain{Tai) H doinain{Taj). By completeness, there exist ground substitutions Ui 
and Ui such that Ui(sourceSi) = k and Ui{sourceS2) — k. Since «Si and 52 share 
no variables in common, Ui U U2 is a unifier of sourceSi and sourceSi, contradicting 
Proposition 3.8. • 
Proposition 3.10 //af' and ap are sound and complete, then » 
sound. 
Proof Let U be a ground substitution such that [/{source slash{Si,S2)] = k ^ ns, 
for some type k Q Ki. There are two cases: 
(i) Ta,/aj = TfaiHKj)0Tai : Then domain(Tai) D domain{Ta^) is non-empty. By 
Lemma 3.3, indep{sourceSi, sourceS2) does not hold, hence slash{Si,S2) has scheme 
ns ns if false, and the result vacuously holds. 
(ii) Tai/a, = At 6 A'l. ifTaiik) ^  ns then e/se Taj{k) : Then domain(Tai) 
n domain[Tai) = 0. Without loss of generality, assume that Ta^{k) ^ ns and that 
= ns. If slash{Si,S2) = ns ns if false, we are finished. If it is S1/S2, say 
that U{sourceSxlS2) = & ^ ns. By the definition of substitution, U{sourceS\) = k 
xor U{sourceS2) = k. If U{sourceSi) = k, by the soundness of Si, we are finished. 
If U{sourceS2) = fc, by the soundness of S2, Taj{k) = U{targetS2) = ns. • 
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CHAPTER 4. THE SATISFACTION OF CONSTRAINTS 
The type inference algorithms presented in the previous chapter make use of an 
algorithm is-satisfiable which tests whether a set of constraints is satisfiable, that is, 
whether there exists a ground substitution which makes all the constraints hold true. 
In this chapter we describe the algorithms for checking satisfiability. Our algorithms 
are an extension of those introduced by Mitchell [20] and implemented by Fuh and 
Mishra [10, 11] to record types with inclusion polymorphism. 
Type Inference With Subtypes 
In [20], Mitchell extends ML-style type inference with subtypes. Subtyping is 
interpreted as subset inclusion (<7 < r implies [o-f Ç It| ), and a minimal set of 
atomic coercions (i.e., what we call "constraints") is used in the typing schemes. An 
atomic coercion is of the form r < r', where r and r' are either primitive types or 
type variables. Non-atomic coercions are derived as logical consequences from this 
set of atomic coercions by rules such as: 
(arrow) from cr' < cr and T < r', derive cr T < (T' ^ T' 
The type inference algorithm assigns types to terms in the lambda calculus. 
Subtyping is introduced by the coercion rule: 
(coerce) if e has type cr and <t  < r, then e has type r 
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which "inserts" coercions into the type of a function application. Mitchell uses an 
algorithm called coerce to determine for a coercion the minimal atomic coercion 
set that implies it. 
Legal typings of an expression are obtained by substitution into its type scheme. 
The substitution must "respect" the scheme's coercion set: a substitution U respects 
coercion set C if for every coercion cr < r in C, U{a) matches U{t). Two expressions 
"match" if they have the same form: type expressions cr and r match if and only 
if both are atomic, or both are applications of the same type constructor (i.e., tr = 
(Ti —+ <72, and r = Ti Tg ) and their corresponding subexpressions match (i.e., ai 
matches Ti , and <T2 matches T2 ). The algorithm match computes this equivalence 
relation on the structure of types. 
Maintaining the set of atomic constraints depends on the algorithms coerce 
and match, however, their definitions were omitted from [20]. 
Fuh and Mishra's Satisfaction Algorithm 
Fuh and Mishra implemented algorithms to check the satisfiability of a set of 
constraints based on Mitchell's work [10]. The algorithm match is applied to an 
initial set of constraints Co to obtain a "minimal matching substitution" Um which 
instantiates the type variables in Co with structure necessary for Co to be satisfied. 
For example, given the constraint 0 < int x real, we know from the subtype ordering 
that 0 must have at least as much structure as a product type. Any valid instance 
of the constraint must instantiate ^ to a product. Thus, the substitution returned 
by match would instantiate 0 to a product type, i.e., Um = [^ i—> x ^2] • Valid 
instances may be obtained by further instantiations of 9i and 62. match fails when 
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the type constructors of the two terms in a coercion differ (e.g., B\ x B2 < O3 — O4). 
An algorithm called SIMPLIFY iterates over the constraint set Um(Co), replacing 
each coercion by the set of coercions with less structure which entail it, until all 
coercions that remain are between atomic type schemes. For example, the constraint 
61 X 02 < int x real would be replaced by the set of coercions < int,^2 < real}. 
Finally, an algorithm called CONSISTENT is applied to the set of atomic con­
straints. CONSISTENT tests whether there exists a ground substitution which, when 
applied to the set of constraints, makes all of the constraints hold true. CONSISTENT 
is described in the next section. 
Consistency of atomic constraints 
Atomic constraints have the following forms: p<p', p < 0, 0 < p, and 9 < 9'. 
The first form can be easily checked and eliminated from the constraint set. We will 
assume this has been done and describe Fuh and Mishra's algorithm for the remaining 
forms. 
Let Ca  be a set of atomic constraints. For all type variables 6 that occur in 
Cx, let Ig stand for the set of types that 9 can be instantiated to. Ig is initialized 
to the set of primitive types to indicate that there are no constraints on 9. For our 
system. Prim = {bool,nat,int,real}. The following operations are used; for p G 
Prim, define Î p = {p' S Prim | p < p'}, and j p = {p' G Prim \ p' < p} ; and for Ig, 
d e f i n e  1 1 » =  ( J  Î  p ,  a n d  1 1 $ =  ( J  [ p .  
p€le p6/« 
Algorithm CONSISTENT is specified in Figure 4.1. It iterates over the set of 
equations Ig until some Ig converges to 0, or all Ig remain unchanged. Convergence 
to 0 indicates that there does not exist an instantiation for 9 which makes the 
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stable — true 
for all e G C'x do 
cases e of 
p<d Iff 'r- Iff n \ p', 
if /g = 0 then failure else stable stable A 1$ = Ig 
^ < P /g /g n i p; 
if /^ = 0 then failure else stable 4— stable A 1$ = I ' g  
0 < 6' =i- Iff "r- Ig n I Igi ; I'gi *— Igi f] \ 1$; 
if = 0 or I'g, = 0 then failure 
else stable stable A 1$ = I'g A Igi = Ig, 
until stable 
Figure 4.1. Fuh and Mishra's algorithm CONSISTENT 
constraints hold true: the constraint set is inconsistent. 
Fuh and Mishra state a property that the equations satisfy when the algorithm 
terminates successfully and conjecture that it guarantees the consistency of C'a , but 
they do not prove it. 
Note that CONSISTENT does not return a substitution, it merely tells us whether 
one exists. For example, given the constraint set Ca = < int,02 S ^1}, the 
algorithm terminates with the answer true, and the equations: I$i'= {nat,int} and 
/fij = {natjint}. The equations do not give us a solution, however, as we do not 
know which type to choose for each type variable. For example, if we choose the 
substitution Ux = [^1 w nat][^2 1-^ int], we And Uq{Ca.) is false. We could use a 
brute force approach to find a solution, but this is impractical when the constraint 
sets are large. Luckily, the type inference algorithms presented in the previous chapter 
only need to know whether such a substitution exists. 
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Extension to Record and Storage Type Constraints 
We have extended Fuh and Mishra's satisfaction algorithms to operate upon 
record and storage type constraints. In the presence of inclusion subtyping on records, 
our types no longer possess their notion of structural equivalence called "matching". 
We have therefore renamed our extended version of Fuh and Mishra's MATCH algo­
rithm decompose. 
Another difference in the general structure of our algorithms is that we apply 
simplify at intermediate steps during decomposition, as is done in [20]. We do this 
mainly for ease of implementation; as records tend to be large, by applying simplify 
to a record constraint at intermediate steps, we can ignore fields of the record which 
have already been decomposed, thus making further simplification steps on the record 
easier. 
Distinguished constraint forms 
In addition to atomic constraint forms, algorithm decompose distinguishes the 
following constraint forms, which we call M-forms: 
: fij : fj}r < {» = 
{î ; A,'}aexactly ^ • ^t}/^exactly 
{» : A,'}exactly ^ • '^i}exactly 
s  <  ( ) < 7  
These constraint forms are distinguished because they have multiple solutions; we 
cannot further instantiate any of their type variables without more information, i.e., 
without other constraints involving the variables. The first three forms are record 
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constraints for which we do not have enough information to fill in types for the A-
variables. For example, the instantiation of A/ in record {/ : A/}exactly < : 
A/}exactly would depend on whether A'j were instantiated to an -field or a 
present-field. The last form is a storage type constraint for which further instantiation 
of (T will determine the instantiation of s. Any cells that ( )f is extended with should 
be added to s. 
Decomposition 
Algorithm decompose is specified in Figure 4.2. decompose iterates over a con­
straint set. At iteration i, it chooses a constraint e,- from C',_i whose form is not 
distinguished. The function decompose-constraint is applied to Cj, giving a substi­
tution Uci that instantiates type variables in e; to terms with more structure. Ue^ 
corresponds to the substitution produced by Fuh and Mishra's MATCH algorithm 
when applied to a single constraint. Next, function simplify is applied to to 
produce a simplified set of constraints C'e, with less structure and fewer fields. (See 
Figure 4.3.) Substitution [/,. is applied to the remaining constraints C,_i — e;, which 
are then unioned with the the simplified set of constraints that replace e,- for 
the next iteration. The substitutions generated at each iteration are accumulated. 
decompose terminates when all constraints have M-forms. 
The function decompose-constraint uses the functions decompose-record-constraint 
and decompose-storage-constraint which are described in a later section. First, we dis­
cuss simplify. 
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decompose : Substitution x Constraints Substitution x Constraints 
decompose{Ui-i,Ci-\) = Ui, Ci 
where Ui = Ui-\ and Ci = C,-i, if all constraints in C,_i have M-forms 
otherwise, 
Ui = U,, O Ui., 
Ci = a. U - {e,}) 
Uei = decompose-constraint{ei) 
C'e, = simplify{Uei{ei)) 
and e; is a constraint in C',_i that does not have an M-form 
decompose-constraint : Constraint Substitution 
decompose-constraint{e) = cases e of 
X V2 < v[ X 1^2 or Vi Vi < v[ —?• V2 => [ ] 
0 < I'l X V2 or Vi X V2 < & —• 
if occurs-in{0,vI x Ug) then failure else [6 ^ 9\ x 62] 
6 < I'l i'2 or Vi —>• V2  ^ 9 => 
if occurs-in(9,Vi —r V2) then failure else —> ^2] 
{I : v')var <voi:v<{l: i;')var =#- unify{{l : v')va.r,v) 
s < s' decompose-storage-constraint{s < s') 
d < d' decompose-record-constraint{d < d') 
9 < d => let £/^i = [^ I—+ { }a] 
let U2 = decompose-record-constraint{{}a < Ui{d)) 
in U2 o Ui 
d < 9 let f/t = [^ I—»• { }a] 
let Ui = decompose-record-constraint{Ui{d) < { }«) 
in U2 o Ui 
otherwise => failure 
Figure 4.2. Algorithms decompose and decompose-constraint 
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simplify : Constraint —> Constraints 
simplify(e) = cases e of 
( vi X 1'2 < X "2)  ^ < 1*2 
{ v i  — >  V 2  <  v [  V 2 )  v [  <  I ' l  a n d  V 2  <  v ' ^  
{{I ; v)var < (/ : i;)var) => { } 
((i : mij : mj)(Ti < {i : mi)cr2) =^- {j : m,j)cri < { )<T2 
{ { i  :  A; ,  J  :  p r e s e n t { v j ) , k  :  a b s e n t } e x a c t l y  
<  { i  :  A'i, j :  p r e s e n t { v j ) , k  : o6sen<}exactly) 
{i : A,};gfexactly ^ • A,'}exactly {andjçj{vj < I'j}) 
({ i  :  A, ' , j  :  p r e s e n t { v j ) , k  ;  a b s e n t } a e x a c t l y  
< {i : A;, j : p r e 3 e n t ( v j ) , k  : a6sen<}/3exactly) 
{i : A;}a!exactly ^ ' A(}/?exactly df^d (andjçj^Vj < I'j}) 
({j : present{vj),C : absent^k fk,i • fi}r 
< {j : present ( V j ),i : absent, k : Afc}/3) =4' 
{ k  :  f k , i  :  f i } r  <  { k  :  At}/5 a n d  [ a n d j ç j { v j  <  î/ } )  
Figure 4.3. Algorithm s i m p l i f y  
Simplification of a constraint 
Algorithm simplify maps a "matching" constraint e into a set of simplified con­
straints which entail it. Simplification of a storage constraint removes those storage 
cells which appear in both schemes. For example, the constraint ((2: int, tg: bool)<7i < 
(^2:int)(r2 simplifies to (tg: bool}(ri < {)cr2- Simplification of the record constraint 
{A: absent, B:present(v), C:A}aexactly < {A: absent, B: present{v'), C: A'}/3exactly 
eliminates the relation on the A-absent fields and moves the relation on the B-
present fields to the constraint v < v' on the functional facet, leaving the con­
straint {C: A}aexactly < {C: A'}/3exactly on the "unknown" field. Simplification 
of the non-exactly record constraint {B: present{v), C: A, D: presen<(v")}aexactly < 
{B:pre3ent{v'), C: A'}/9 moves the relation on B-present fields to the constraint 
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V < d ', leaving the constraint {C: A, D: presen<(v")}aexactly < 
Notice that among the constraints resulting from simpHfy{e), those on storage 
and records all have M-forms. These constraints will thus not be decomposed fur­
ther until the decomposition on other constraints fills in their row, field, or storage 
variables. 
The set of constraints simpHfy(e) is equivalent to the constraint e in the sense 
that any ground substitution which satisfies e also satisfies simplify{e). This is 
proved as Proposition 4.1. The following fact allows us to consider subsets of the 
fields in a record constraint as long as we remember whether the fields were related 
by an exactly ordering or a non-exactly ordering. 
Fact 4.1 For all ground types and ground type schemes, where I and J are disjoint 
sets of labels, and r is either { } or { }exactly •' 
( ) { i - f i t  J! /j}exactly — J'/j}exactly i f  u n d  o n l y  i f  
{i' fi}exactly ^ /;}exactly {j:/j}exactly ^ {j*/j}exactly 
( ) {%: /;, j: fj)r < {i: //, /j} if and only if 
{i-fi}r < {i://} and {j:fj}r < {j:fj} 
(c) {*: /i, j- fj}r < {i: //} if and only if 
{i-fi}r < {*:/,'} and {j:fj}r < {} 
We make a critical assumption in algorithm simplify that for all row variables a, 
we can always determine a's domain of use regardless of its context, i.e., the index 
set with which it appears. This assumption is needed because our algorithm removes 
decomposed fields from a record, yet leaves the record's row variable paired with 
the remaining A-fields. For example, the constraint {B\present{v), C: A}aexactly < 
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{B: presen<(y'), C:A'}/^exactly simplifies to {C: A}aexactly < {C:'^'}/^exactiy and 
V < v'. Identifier B no longer appears in the index set of either {C: A}aexactly 
or {C: A'}/?exactly and we need take care not to extend a oi l3 with a B-field. 
Knowledge of a row variable's domain of use is needed by the function extend-record 
in Figure 4.5. We will therefore assume that a row variable is paired with it's domain 
of use, although we will not add an additional data structure for this. 
Proposition 4.1 For all substitutions Uo that are ground with respect to e, Uo{e) 
holds if and only if UQ{simplify e) holds. 
Proof Let Uq be a ground substitution. The proof is by cases on the form of e: 
(i) X V2 < X : Then, f7o(e) = Uo{vi) x Uq{v2) < Uo{v[) x Uo{v'2). 
By definition of < on product, the right-hand side holds if and only if Uo(vi) < 
Uo{v[) and Uo{v2) < Uoiv^), and this equals Uo{simplify e). 
(ii) vi —> V2 < ^ 1^2 • This case is similar to the previous. 
(iii) (/ ; v)var < {I ; v)var : Any substitution that is ground with respect to e 
will satisfy both e and simplify{e) = { }. 
(iv) {i : m,-, j : mj)cri < {i : m,)cr2 : Then, Uo{e) = (i : Uo{mi),j ; Uo{mj))Uo{o-i) 
< {i : UQ{mi))Uo{(T2). By the equivalence rewrite rules for ground types and the 
definition of subtyping on storage types, the right-hand side holds if and only if 
{j : Uo{fnj))Uo{a-i) < ( )(7o((T2), and this equals Uo{simplify e). 
(v) {i ; Ai J : Vj,k ; ai'5era/}exactly < : A( J : v'j,k : absent}exactly ' Similar 
to the following case. 
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(vi) {î ; A;, j : vj, k ; absent}aexactly < {« •' A., j : Vj, k : absent}/3exactly ' 
Then Uo{e) = {i : Uoi^i), j : Uo{vj), k : aAsenOf/o(a)exactly < •' f^o(Af), j : 
Uoi'Vj), k : cLbsent}Uo{(3)exactly • (For lack of space, we abbreviate present{v) as v.) 
Assume f/o(a) = and C^o(/^) = {^: /(}, for identifier set £, and ground types 
/c, /(. By the equivalence rewrite rules, this holds if and only if {« : Uo(Ai),j : 
Uo{vj),i : /Jexactly < {* : Uo{^'i),j : Uo{v]),i : /<}exactly By Fact 4.1, this holds if 
and only if {i : C/o(At),£ : /<}exactly — : /{}exactly (andj^j{[/o{vj) 
< Uoivj)}) ,  which equals {i  : i7o(A,)}C/o(a)exactly < 0' : CA)(A-)}f/o(/?)exactly and 
(andj^j{Uo{vj) < C^o(Uj)}), which equals Uo{simplify e). 
(vii) {j : V j ,i : absent, k : fk,i : fi}r < {j : V j ,i : absent, k : A*.}/? : Then, 
Uoie) = {j : Uo(vj),i : absent,k ; Uo{fk),i • Uo{fi)}Uo{r) < {j : Uo{Vj),i : absent,k : 
Uo(Ak)}Uo(f3). By the equivalence rewrite rules and Fact 4.1, this holds if and only 
if  {k : Uoifk) , i  • Uo{ f i ) }Uo{ r )  < {k : Uo{Ak) }Uo( l3)  and {andj^j {UQ{v j )  < Uo{v j ) } ) ,  
which is equal to Uo(simplify e). • 
Decomposition of storage 
Function decompose-storage-constraint is defined in Figure 4.4. Decomposition 
of the storage constraint {h'.O, lz'.\Jxi)(Ti < (^2= real, t6:bool)(T2 produces the sub­
stitution U20U1, where Ui = [<Ti i-> (tg: bool)<73] and U2 = [0 i—' real]. We prove the 
following lemma about the substitution produced by decompose-storage-constraint. 
Lemma 4.1 Let Ue = decompose-storage-constraint{s < s'), and let Uo be a ground 
substitution such that UQ{S < s') is true. Then there exists a ground substitution U' 
such that Uo = U' 0 Ue. 
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decompose-storage-constraint : Storage-type x Storage-type —» Substitution 
decompose-storage-constraint{{i : mi,k : mk)a'i < {i : m'i,j : mj)<T2) = 
le t  U i  =  [cTi 1-^ { j  :  Tn j )a ]  
let U2 = unify-cells{I,Ui{{i : m,-}), ; mj))) 
in U2 0 Ut 
Figure 4.4. Decomposition of Storage 
Proof Function decompose-storage-constraint extends s with those cells of s' which 
it does not have to produce substitution U\. By the definition of subtyping on storage, 
substitution Uq must also extend s with these cells. Since unification produces a 
most general unifier, there exists a ground substitution U' such that Uo = U' 0 U\. 
Next, the cells of s' are unified with those of s to produce U^. Since unification 
produces a most general unifier, there must exist a ground substitution U" such that 
U' = W'oUi. So f/o = U"QU2 oUi = U"oU,. • 
Decomposition of records 
Function decompose-record-constraint is defined in Figure 4.5. Decomposition 
of the record constraint {B:present{v), C: A}a < {A: aisent}/3cxactly extends both 
records with additional fields to produce substitutions = [a 1—> {A: and 
{^ 2 = [/?'-> {B: A3, C: A4}/32|- Function decompose-rows is applied to «2 < Aexactly 
to produce substitution U3 = [«2 *-* «sexactlyl- Function decompose-Jields is then 
applied to {A: A2, B:presen<(v), C: A} and {A: aisenf, B: A3, C: A4} to produce 
substitution U4 = [A2 ^ a6sen<][A3 present{0)]. Application of the result 
substitution U4 0 Uz 0 U2 0 U\ to the original constraint produces the constraint 
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extend-record : Labels x Record Substitution x Record 
extend-record{J,d) = cases d of 
• /t}exactly [li •' /M 3 •' ^^•'^''Oexactly 
{i : /,}a =• [a H- {; : {i : j ; Aj}/3 
{i : /i}o:exactly =!> [et t—-» {j ' Aj}/?], {i : j : Aj}/?exactly 
decompose-rows : Row x Row Substitution 
decompose-rows(ri < r^) = cases < rg of 
^ ^  exactly [cK exactly] 
^ ^  /^exactly ^ [a t—- a exactly] 
exactly ^ /^exactly [/^ '"' { }] 
Ctexactly ^ exactly ^ [a H-). { }] 
ail other cases [] 
decompose-record-constraint : Record x Record —> Substitution 
decompose-record-constraint{d\ < d!;) = 
let / = fields-of(di) U fields-of { d 2 }  
let Ui,d[ = extend-record{I\fields-of{di),d\) 
let ((g ={{ is-exactly(d2) then extend-record{I\fields-of { d 2 ) , d 2 )  else [], 
let {fieldsi}ri = d[ 
let {fields2}r2 = d'2 
let U 3  = decompose-rows{r\ < rg) 
let Ui = decompose-fields(is-exactly [ d 2 ) ,fields-of{d'2),Uz{fieldsi),U3{fields2)) 
in 1/4 o U3 o U2 o Ui 
Figure 4.5. Decomposition of Records 
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decompose-fields : Bool x Label-list x Field-list x Field-list —> Substitution 
decompose-fields(Gxa.ctly?, nil, di,d2) = [] 
decompose-fields{extictly?, i :: i,di,d2) = 
let U = decompose-fields{exa,ctly?,i,di,d2) 
in cases U[d\À < of 
absent < absent or present(vi) < present(v2) U 
absent < present{v2) or present{v\) < absent failure 
A < absent ==• [A absent] o U 
A < present{v2) =#- [A t—> present($)\ o U 
/ < A2 =? if exactly? then cases f of 
absent => [A2 ' absent] 0 U 
present{vi) => [Ag present{0)] 0 U 
Ai =• 
else U 
Figure 4.5 (Continued) 
{A: absent, B:present{v), C: A}a3exactly < {A: absent, B:present{d), C; A4}/?2exactly 
We have already seen the result of applying simplify to this constraint. 
The following lemma states that the substitution produced by decompose-record-
constraint is most general or weakest, i.e., any ground substitution which makes 
the record constraint d < d' true must factor through the substitution returned by 
decompose-record-constraint{d < d'). 
Lemma 4.2 Let Ue = decompose-record-constraint{d < d'), and let Uq be a ground 
substitution such that Uo(d < d') is true. Then there exists a ground substitution U' 
such that Uq = U' 0 Ug. 
Proof There are two cases: 
(i) d' does not have an exactly tag: Then d is extended to have at least those 
fields that d' has, as is required by the definition of < for both exactly and non-
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exactly record types. Function decompose-fields then takes over on a record constraint 
of the form {i : j : fj}r < {i : //}/?, where r is either a, «exactly, or exactly 
We obtain a substitution of the form (7g = [A^ i—> absent] [A„ i-+ present{6n)\, 
where for all m G M Ç /, /„ = and = absent, and for all ra G iV Ç /, 
fn = An and = present(Vn). By the subtype ordering on type schemes, for 
each n, Uo(^n) = present(t„), where t„ is a ground type. Define U'{dn) = (n, 
for all n, and U'{d) = Uo{d), otherwise. Now, U' o Ue{Am) = absent = Uo{Am), 
for all m, U' o C^e(A„) = present{U'{On)) = present{tn) = C^o(A„), for all n, and 
U' oUe{e) = U'iS) = UoiO), otherwise. Thus, Uo = U' o U,. 
(ii) d' is an exactly record type: Then both d and d' are extended to have 
identical fields as is required by the definition of < (substitution Ui). Function 
decompose-rows adds an exactly tag to d i f  i t  does not  have one (subst i tut ion U2) ,  
since only an exactly record can be a subtype of an exactly record. If only one of d 
or d' has a row variable, it is instantiated to an empty set of fields (substitution U3 ). 
It is not necessary to maintain the row variable as it could only be extended with 
"absent" fields. Substitution Uq must factor through the substitution U3 0U20U1, 
i .e . ,  there exists  a  ground subst i tut ion Uq such that  Uq = UqO {U3 0 U2 0  U i ) .  
Function decompose-fields takes over on records with the following forms: 
{( • /t}exactly — • /i}exactly 
{i : /i}Q:exactly — • /i}/^exactly 
We obtain a substitution of the form U<i = [A^ t—> absent] [Am ^ absent] [An t—> 
pres€nt{On)] [Aj present{0j)], where for all i» G 5 Ç /, /j = absent and fl = Aj, 
f o r  a l l  m  €  M  Ç  / ,  / m  =  A m  a n d  =  a b s e n t ,  f o r  a l l  n  6  A ' "  Ç  / ,  / „  =  p r e s e n t { v n )  
and = A», and for all j G J Ç / , fj = Ay and /j = present{vj), By the subtyping 
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on exactly type record schemes, C/o(A„) = present{t„) and UQIAJ) = present{tj), 
where are ground types. Define U' as follows: U'{Sn) = tni U'{dj) = and 
U'{6) = Uq{&) otherwise. Now, U' oU^{à.rn) = absent = and U'oU^iAn) = 
present{U'{On)) = présentât„) = Uq{A„). Similarly, U'o LU{Ai,) = absent = UÔ{Ai,), 
and U'oUiiAj) = present{U'{dj)) = present{tj) = UqIAj). Otherwise, U'oU^{0) = 
U'{9) = Uq{0). Thus, Uq = U' o U4. U' is the desired substitution, since Uq = 
U' O LU 0U30U20 Ih = U' oUe. • 
Weakness of constraints 
The following lemma states that the substitution Ue produced by decompose-
constraint{e) is weakest: any ground substitution Uq such that Uo(e) holds must 
factor through Ue, i.e., Uo(e) is an instance of Ue(e). 
Lemma 4.3 Let e he an element of C that does not have an M-form, and let Ue 
= decompose-constTaint{e). If U^ ^failure, then for all ground substitutions Uo, if 
Uq{C) is true, then there exists a ground substitution U' such that Uq = U' 0 Ue-
Proof Let Uq be a ground substitution such that Uo{C) holds. The proof is by 
cases on the form of e : 
(i) {I : v')var < v or v < (I : v')var: Function decompose-constraint unifies the 
two terms to produce substitution Ue • Because the subtyping on var-types requires 
the terms to be identical, and because unification produces a most general unifier, 
Uo must factor through substitution C/g-
(ii) Di X < vl X V2 or Vx V2 < v[ ^ v'^x In both cases, let U' = Uq. 
(iii) 0 < vi X V2 01 6 < vi ^ V2: In both cases, Ue = [0 x O2]. Since 
Uoie) is true, by definition of < on x, C/q must instantiate ^ to a product. Thus, 
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Uo{0) = il x 62, where ti and <2 are ground types. Define U' as [0i ^2]» 
and U'{0') = Uoi^') for all 0' different from 0. Then U'{Ue{B)) = U'{9\ x 62) = 
tiX t2 = UQ{9) and U'{Ue{9')) = U'{9') = Uo{0'), otherwise. Thus, UQ = U' 0 U^. 
(iv) vi X V2 < 9 or I'l V2 < 9: Similar to the previous case. 
(v) 3 < s': Follows from Lemma 4.1. 
(vi) d < d': Follows from Lemma 4.2. 
(vii) d < 9 OT 9 < d: In both cases, the algorithm instantiates 9 to {}a. By 
the definition of subtyping, Uo must instantiate 0 to a record type. Since { }a may 
be unified with any record type, UQ must factor through substitution { }«]. 
The remainder of the proof for this case follows that iot d < d', • 
The following proposition assures us that we can apply algorithm simplify to the 
set of constraints Ue(e). 
Proposition 4.2 Let Ue = decoTnpose-constraint{e), where e does not have an M-
form. If Ue ^ failure, then Ue(e) has one of the constraint forms that are arguments 
to function simplify. 
The proof of Proposition 4.2 is omitted. 
Partial correctness of decomposition 
We now show the partial correctness of algorithm decompose. The following two 
facts about substitutions and constraints are used in the proofs. 
Fact 4.2 Composition of substitutions is associative. 
Fact 4.3 For all ground substitutions UQ,  
UoiCi U C2) 4=^  UoiCi and C2) ^ Uo{Ci)U UoiCi) 4=^  and [/(C;) 
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The following two lemmas state that at each iteration i, the constraint set C; is 
satisfiable if and only if the constraint set Ui{Co) is satisfiable. 
Lemma 4.4 Assume decompose{[],Co) terminates successfully after n steps, and 
that are known. Then, for all i 6 l..n, for all ground substitutions U, 
U { C i )  implies U { U i  Co). 
Proof 
(Basis) Trivial, since C/q  = []• 
(Induction) Assume U { C i )  holds. U ( C i )  = C^(C'e, U U e . { C ' i -i — {e,})), by defini­
tion of C'i. Since U o Ug- is ground, by Facts 4.2 and 4.3, this equals 
By definition of decompose., Ce, = simplify{Ut^ e,). Since U is ground, by Proposi­
tion 4.1, U{s^mplify{Ue^ e;)) implies U[Uei By Fact 4.2, this equals U o [/..(ej. 
By replacing the left-hand term of (*), we obtain UoC/e,(ei) and Uof/e_.(C',_i — {e,}). 
By Fact 4.3, this equals Uo (7^.(6: U (C',_i - {e,})), which equals Uo [/g.(C,_i). Since 
U 0 Ugi is ground, by the induction hypothesis this implies U o C^e.(C/,_iCo) = true. 
By Fact 4.2, U{Uei o Ui-i(Co)) = true, and since f/g. o Ui^i = Ui, we obtain 
U{UiCo) = true. • 
Lemma 4.5 Assume decompose{[\,Co) terminates successfully after n steps, and 
that ei,...,en are known. Then, for all i € l..n, for all ground substitutions U, 
U { U i C o )  i m p l i e s  [ / ( C i ) .  
Proof 
(Basis) Trivial, since Uo = []-
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(Induction) Assume U{UiCo) holds. By definition, Ui = Since 
composition of substitutions is associative (Fact 4.2), U o UeiiUi-iC'o) = true. By 
the inductive hypothesis, since U o is ground, this implies U o (/g.(i ) = true. 
Now rewrite Ci-i to obtain U o Uei{(Ci-i — {e,}) U e,). By Fact 4.3, this equals 
( * )  U  0 f/'e,(6'i_i - {e,}) and U  o  U e , ( e i )  
By Fact 4.2 and Proposition 4.1, UoUaiei) = U{Uei{ei)) implies f/(simplify({7e,.(e;))). 
By the definition of decompose., this is equal to U{Cei). 
Now replace the right-hand term of (*) to obtain C^of/j.(C',_i-{e,}) and U(Ce.). 
By Fact 4.2, this equals U{Uei{{Ci-\ — {e,})) and U{Ce.). By Fact 4.3, this equals 
U { U e i ( { C i - i  —  { e , } ) )  U  C ' e , ) .  A n d  b y  d e f i n i t i o n  o f  C ' j ,  w e  o b t a i n  U ( C i ) .  •  
The following lemma states that at each iteration step i, if the constraint set 
C'i-i is satisfiable, then the constraint set C'i is satisfiable. 
Lemma 4.6 Let Co be the initial set of constraints. Assume £/ecompose([],C'o) 
terminates successfully after n steps, and that ei,...,e,^ are known. Then for all 
i G l..n, for all ground substitutions U, U{Ci-i) implies there exists a ground sub­
stitution U' such that 
( ) U = U'o U,. 
(  )  
Proof 
(a) Follows from Lemma 4.3. 
(b) Let U he & ground substitution such that U{Ci - i )  holds. From (a), let U =  
o (/g., thus U' oUe^{Ci-i) holds. By Lemma 4.4, this implies U' oUe^{Ui--^Co). By 
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Fact 4.2, this equals U'{Ue. o C/^,_i(C'o)). By definition of this equals U'{Ui{Co)). 
By Lemma 4.5, this implies U'{Ci). • 
The following theorem states the partial correctness properties for algorithm 
decompose. When decompose{[], Co) terminates successfully with result constraint set 
C'n and substitution Un, the constraint sets C'n, Un{Co), and Co are "equivalent" in 
the sense that if one of the sets is satisfiable (not satisfiable), then so are the others. 
Thus, we may use the constraint sets C„, Un(Co), and Co interchangeably. 
Theorem 4.1 Let Co be the initial set of constraints. Assume decompose{[],Co) 
terminates successfully after n steps. Let U„,Cn = decomposed], Co) • 
(a) For all ground substitutions U, U(Co) implies there exists a ground 
substitution U' such that U = U' o Un 
(b) is-satisfiable{Cn) 4==^ iS'Satisfiable{UnCo) 
(c) is-3atisfiable(UnCo)  <=> issatisfiahle{Co) 
Proof 
(a) Let So be a ground substitution such that 5o(C'o). By repeated applications 
of Lemma 4.6, there exist ground substitutions 5i, 52, •.. ,Sn such that 
50 = SioUei and 5i(C'i) 
51 = SioUe^ and 52(62) 
Sn- l  = 5n 0 C/e„ and Sn{Cn)  
Replacing equals by equals, using Fact 4.2, 5o = 5i 0 C/g, = S2 0 U^^ 0 C^ei = ••• 
— SnO Ue„ 0 Ue„_i 0 • • • 0 f/gj 0 C/g, By the definition of Un, this equals SnoUn- Thus, 
5„ is the desired substitution. 
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(b) Follows from Lemmas 4.4 and 4.5. 
(c) Let U be a ground substitution such that U{Ur,Co) holds. By Fact 4.2, 
U o  Un(Co)  holds .  Thus ,  i s -3a t i s f iab le {UnCo)  impl ies  i s - sa t i s f iab le {Co) .  
Let U be a ground substitution such that U{CQ) holds. From part (a), U(Co) 
implies there exists a ground substitution U' such that U = U' o Un. By Fact 4.2, 
U'{UnCo) holds. Thus, i3-sati3fiable(Co) implies is-satisfiable{UnCo). •  
Satisfaction of distinguished constraints 
Once decompose has been applied to an initial set of constraints C'o to obtain 
the set of decomposed constraints C'M, the remaining constraints all have M-forms. 
We now remove the record and storage constraints from Cm to obtain a set of atomic 
constraints. Fuh and Mishra's algorithm consistent is then applied to the set of 
atomic constraints to (finally!) test the satisfiability of Co- Before showing how to 
remove the record and storage constraints from Cm, we introduce some additional 
rewrite rules for grounding type schemes. 
Disappearing deltas In addition to "absent" and "present" fields, we have 
need for a third form of instantiation into field variables. Consider the following 
constraints: 
{B : absent}exactly < {B : Aa}0 and {B : present{vB)}oc < {B : 
In order to make this constraint set hold true, we must instantiate /? to the empty 
record. If an exactly tag were added, this would force a to be extended with an 
exactly tag as well. This in turn would force Ag to be instantiated to a present field 
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to satisfy the second constraint. However, this would cause the first constraint to 
become false. 
We would like some way to make the B field "disappear" from the record 
{B : Ag}/3. We introduce a new field called don't-care for this purpose. A field 
variable may be instantiated with don't-care to obtain a ground type scheme, and 
then eliminated with the following rules to obtain a type: 
(E-v) {... I: ^-care.. .^exactly ^  { }exactly 
(E-vi) {...  I:don't-care.{ } 
Elimination of record and storage constraints Let U be a substitution 
that instantiates all storage type variables to ( ), all field variables to don't-care, and 
all row variables to { }. We eliminate the record and storage constraints from the set 
of M-form constraints by applying substitution U to them. U causes the constraints 
to become trivially satisfied and allows us to eliminate them from the set of M-forms, 
leaving a set of atomic constraints. The next proposition proves this property of 
substitution U. 
Proposition 4.3 Let C be a set of constraints with M-forms. Let U be a substitution 
which instantiates all storage type variables to {), all row variables { }, and all 
field variables to don't-care. Application of U to C makes all constraint forms in 
U{C) trivially satisfied. 
Proof The proof is by cases on the form of e: 
(i) s < ()<T : Then cr disappears and U{s) < {) holds for any instantiation of 
the type variables in U{s), 
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(ii) {i : fi,j  : f j}r < {i : A,}/? : Then /3 disappears and each A; is instantiated 
to don't-care. The right-hand side is now equal to {i '.don't-care}. By the equivalence 
rewrite rules, this is equal to the empty record. Thus, the constraint trivially holds 
true for any instance of the left-hand side. 
(iii) {i : A,}aexactly < {i : A;}/3exactly : Application of the substitution to the 
constraint gives the scheme {i :don't-care}ex&ctly < '.don't-care}exactly By the 
equivalence rewrite rules, the constraint is equal to { }exactly < { }exactly, which is 
trivially true. 
(iv) {i : AJexactly < 0 = ^(}exactly : Same as the previous case. • 
Rowlessness and invisibility 
In the next chapter, we introduce constraints on record and storage type schemes 
whose right-hand term does not contain a row or storage variable. The constraints 
have forms such as: 
{B:present{int), C: A}a3 < {D: present(9)} 
(4:int, ie:int)(T4 < (£3:^2) 
which are not generated by the syntax of type schemes in Figure 3.1. 
We can use algorithm decompose without modification for these constraint forms 
by adding a fresh row or storage variable to the right-hand scheme. For example, the 
fresh variables 027 and <735 can be added to the above type schemes to obtain the con­
straints: {B:presen^(int), C: A}a3 < {D:present{9)}a27 and ((2:int, t6:int)(r4 < 
(^3:^2)o"35. Because the variables do not appear in any other constraint, and because 
the row variable does not have an "exactly" tag, they will not be extended with other 
fields during decomposition. Thus the new variables are in a sense "invisible." 
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CHAPTER 5. APPLICATION AND IMPLEMENTATION 
In this chapter we define the action semantics for a small imperative language 
with constant, macro, and procedure declarations, and stack-like variable allocation 
and deallocation. We simplify the language of types presented in Chapter 2 by re­
moving subtyping constraints on the functional facet. We define actions for making 
dynamically scoped expression abstracts (macros) and statically scoped command 
abstracts (procedures). These actions make use of the decomposition algorithms 
presented in the previous chapter. We show the details of the type inference algo­
rithms on a small program—a tedious task by hand! Finally, we discuss the ML 
implementation of the type inference algorithms. 
Specialized Action Semantics 
Facets 
The types we will be using are given in Figure 5.1. The primitive types are 
now restricted to the single type int. cmd is the type of a command abstract, 
parameterized on the shape of storage required for its execution, exp is the type of 
an expression abstract, parameterized on the set of bindings and the shape of storage 
required for its evaluation. 
The declarative and imperative facets are defined as before, but the types in the 
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imperative facet are made simpler now as the only values to be stored in a cell will 
be of type int. 
The subtype ordering on the types in the functional facet is the reflexive ordering, 
plus t < ns, for all t. The subtype orderings on the types in the declarative and 
imperative facets are the same as those given in Chapter 2. The joins listed in the 
figure are a consequence of that ordering. We state the joins due to their importance 
to the actions in Figure 5.4. 
The interpretation of the types in the functional facet is given in Figure 5.2. 
A cmds abstract is a function that acts upon an imperative facet argument of 
type s without changing its shape, i.e., it does not allocate or deallocate cells. An 
exp(c/, s) abstract is an integer-valued expression, interpreted as a function from a 
set of bindings of type d and a set of memory cells of type a to a value of type int. 
The interpretations of the declarative and imperative facets are the same as those 
given in Chapter 2. 
Primitive actions 
For the type schemes for the actions, we introduce field, row, location, and 
storage variables as before, but we will not have type variables that range over the 
functional facet. Because of this, we index the primitive actions, where necessary, 
with the form of argument or result required from the functional facet. The schemes 
for these specialized primitive actions are given in Figure 5.3. The only "forget" ac­
tions that involve the functional facet which are needed for our example language are 
the three listed. The forget actions that only involve the declarative and imperative 
facets do not require modification of their typing schemes. 
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SYNTAX 
t G Proper-functional-type 
d € Proper-declarative-type 
s G Proper-imperative-type 
t ;;= int | x (g | cmds | f var | exp((/,5) 
d ::= {i : | {i ' ^ ilig/exactly 
s ::= (^;int)<g£ 
SUBTYPING 
t < n s ,  for all t 
d < ns, for all d 
{i : fi}tg/exactly ^ 
{i : t i}ia < {j : if and only if J Ç / 
s < ns, for all 3 
{k-.int)k&K < if and only \i L Ç K 
JOINS 
{i : U {j : = {k : tk}k^inJ 
{i : (:}:g/exactly U {j : • ^k}k&IriJ 
{i ; ^t}i6/exactly LI {j • ^j}j€./exactly — • ^k}keInJ 
{ h i n t ) k e K  U (£:int)/gi = (m:mt)meKni 
Figure 5.1. Specialized Facets 
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.4ir[intJ = Z 
A f l t i  X ^2] = X 
^fl^varjl = (>1/[(0I ^ ^ FÏint]]) x (Apgintl /1/Î(0I >1/Î(0]1) 
/ I f g c m d a ] ]  =  A l l s }  A / l a ]  
.4Flexp(c/,s)l = Aoldj x .4/|s] ^ ^ FlintJ 
Figure 5.2. Interpretation of the Functional Facet 
ACTION SCHEME 
putini n 1 int 
addint int x int int 
bindint * int A {i ; preaeni(int)}exactly 
bindcmd i cmd( )<t  {i ; present{cmd{ )<r)}exactly 
bindy^t i  tvar {i : preseni(tvar)}exactly 
bindexp i exp({ }a, ( )(t) A {i ; pre5en«(exp({ }a, ( )(T))}exactly 
find\nt i  {i : pre5en^(int)}a -U int 
findcmd * 0 : present{cmd{ )cr)}a -4 cmd( )(t 
findy^t i  {i : present{Lva.T)}a tvar 
findexp i {« : present(exp{{}/3, {)(T))}a A exp({ }f3, ( )<t) 
allocint (f : undef)(T -4 £var x {t : int)(T where t = newlocnf) 
contents tvar x (t : int) cr A int 
update (tvar x int) x (t : int)<r (t ; int)<r 
forgettvar x { }a A tvar 
forgetf^ppij) tvar x {}a x {)(t {)<t 
forget(FDipD) tvar x { }a x ( )(T tvar x { }a 
Figure 5.3. Specialized Schemes for Primitives 
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TYPING FUNCTION 
'^declûte a{ ^ — ^0 ^hcTl ClildSq 
where a: DI I 
and c?o X -So = U domain(Ta) 
and Vd, Va, if Ta{d,s) ^ ns, then Ta{d,s) = s 
Tcallicnidso, s) = if s < So then s 
^define a{) ~  G X p ( d o ,  Sq )  
where a: DI -4 F 
and (Zo X «0 = U domain(Ta) 
and yd, Va, if Ta(d,s)  ^  ns, then Ta{d,s) = int 
Ttval{GXp(do,So),d,s) = 
if d < do and s < so then int 
Figure 5.4. Semantics of Abstracts 
Command and expression abstracts 
In order to define the semantics for language constructs such as procedures, we 
need to define actions for placing a command denotation on the functional facet and 
enacting it later. The actions for doing this are specified in Figure 5.4. declare makes 
a statically-scoped command abstract, or procedure, and call enacts the command 
abstract later, provided that the storage cells it requires are available in the context of 
the call, define makes a dynamically-scoped expression abstract, or macro definition, 
and eval enacts the expression abstract later, provided that the bindings and storage 
cells it requires are available in the context where it is evaluated. 
Because an action is a natural transformation, which is a family of functions, 
we cannot put an entire action onto the functional facet. Instead, we must select 
a single morphism from the action to output. To do this, we choose a "best" type 
ACTION KINDING 
declare a D F 
call FI ~ I 
define a 1 F 
eval FDI F 
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MEANING FUNCTION 
Adec larea id )  =  Xv l d  .  \ p  Sq .  a {d ,So) (r,p) 
where rfo x 5o = U domain{Ta) 
Acauicmclsoy's) = \(c ; cmd^o, P '• s). (.4/[a < aoj i  2) c p 
Ajefijie a{) — X[) .  CI (dof SQ) 
where c?o x «o = U domain[Ta) 
Agfjali^^Pido^ ^o)id^ s) — 
X ( f  :  exp((/o,-so), r : d, p •. s) .  f [Avid < (/oj| r, (.4/15 < s q I  i 1) p) 
Figure 5.4 (Continued) 
from the domain of the action's typing function. For an action a; K\ A'2, say that 
domain(Ta) = {i € A'l | Ta{t) ^ ns}. We compute the best type for an action a by 
taking the least upper bound of domain(Ta). In order for the least upper bound to 
be worthwhile, we require that for all actions a, Ta( U domain{Ta) ) 7^ ns. 
Now our reason for restricting the functional facet to the single primitive type 
int and introducing specialized versions of the primitive actions becomes clear. The 
primitive actions are now essentially monomorphic on the functional facet. However, 
the actions still exhibit forms of polymorphism on both the declarative and imperative 
facets. The "forget" actions exhibit parametric polymorphism over an entire facet, 
but both facets have a best type: the empty record type { } in the declarative facet, 
and the empty storage type (} in the imperative facet. All of the other primitive 
actions exhibit inclusion polymorphism on these facets and by definition have a best 
type. 
Although the abstraction actions declare and define cut down an action a into 
a single morphism, the actions call and eval recover the polymorphism in a when 
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they enact it later, call applies a command abstract c with type cmd^o to a set of 
storage cells p of type a < 60 by first lifting the command abstract from a function 
on storage of shape Sq to a function on storage of shape s. The abstracted action 
can thus be applied to any shape storage which it could have acted upon before it 
was abstracted. 
eval applies an integer-typed expression abstract / with type exp(c?0)'So) to a 
set of bindings r of type d < do and a set of storage cells p of type a < 5o by first 
applying a coercion to each argument. Here we see a crucial use of the inheritance 
typing. If do is an "exactly" type, the abstract may only be enacted in contexts that 
have exactly the bindings in do. However, because of the non-exact record types, if 
do does not have an exactly type, the abstract can be enacted in any context that 
has at least the bindings in do. 
Note that for both forms of abstracts we have restricted the target of the action 
a so that we can know exactly what form the target of the abstracted version of a 
should have when it is enacted on its arguments: command abstracts require that 
a have the same shape storage in its source and target; expression abstracts require 
that a produce a value of type int as its result. 
In [9], we defined statically-scoped functions on a single argument using the 
action freeze^^a^ where a:FD -4 F. Suppose action a can be applied to arguments 
of type t < real and produces an answer of type t. If (0 = real, action a is converted 
into a function on values of type real. When the abstracted action is later enacted, 
eval recovers only some of the polymorphism in a : it may be applied to arguments of 
type t' < real, but when t' is int, the result will have type real instead of type int 
as it would have had for the original action a. This is a limitation of our approach. 
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SCHEME 
^ cmdao ifU{C) 
where d x s s' if C = analyze{a) 
and 5 = a', and U,so = fill-in-storage{s) 
cmd(()(7) X ()<t' -A {)a' if {)(t '  < ( )tr 
1 -4 exp(t/o,so) 
where do x sq int = fill-in-scheme o analyze{a) 
exp({ }a, ( )(t) X { }a' x ( )cr' A int if {}«'<{ }a and {)cr' < { )(t 
Figure 5.5. Schemes for Abstracts 
The schemes for the actions in Figure 5.4 are given in Figure 5.5. It is easy 
for the type inference on declare a to check the equality of Ta{d,s) and s using 
the typing scheme inferred for a. Function analyze is the type inference algorithm 
itself. The inference makes use of the function fill-in-storage which, when applied to 
a storage type scheme, returns a substitution that instantiates its storage variable 
to ( ), together with the resulting scheme, and the function fill-in-scheme which is 
defined as: 
fill-in-scheme{S\ -^82 ifC) — 
if UM IC'M  = decompose{[]^C) ^failure and UQ O  UM(C) = true 
then Ug o UmISi} Uq 0 Um{S2) else ns -4 ns if false 
where UQ  is the substitution that instantiates all row variables to { }, all storage vari­
ables to ( ), and all field variables to don't-care. By Proposition 4.3, the constraints 
in UQ 0 UM{C) are trivially satisfiable. 
Because constraints on record type schemes and storage type schemes appear in 
the schemes for these actions, we will see the application of the algorithms presented 
ACTION 
declare a 
call 
define a 
eval 
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I G Identifier 
E G Expression 
M G Allocation 
D G Declaration 
C G Command 
E ::= N I El + E2 I I I use I | expand I 
M ::= var I | Mi ; Mg 
D ::= const I = E | proc I = C | macro I = E | Di and Dg 
C ::= I := E I begin D in C end | alloc M in C free | Ci ; C2 | call I 
Figure 5.6. An Example Language Definition: Syntax 
in the last chapter in the example of type inference in the next section. 
We may define other forms of abstracts such as modules (declaration abstracts) 
in a similar manner, by defining actions for abstracting and enacting an action that 
produces results in the declarative facet. 
An example language definition 
Figure 5.6 specifies the abstract syntax for a small imperative language. The 
language has constant, procedure, and macro declarations, declaration blocks, and 
stack-like variable allocation and deallocation. Variable allocations are made a sepa­
rate syntactic construct from the other declarations, and their use is limited in scope 
to the command C in the phrase alloc M in C free. 
The action semantics for the language is given in Figure 5.7. The definitions 
look slightly more complex than necessary. Rather than use the derived combinator, 
we have written in all of the necessary forget actions to make the example of type 
inference we present later easier to follow. 
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S: Expression —^ Actioup^ 
Sm = forget^DlJ) \ 
; yï"«^inti 
f luse  I |  = (( forget  ;  f ind  *  forget^^ i  j^)  ;  contents  
6:Kexpand IJ =  ( ( forget^oi ,D)  !  f ind  ^xp^)  *  forget^pi  Di^)  ;  eval  
f j[Ei + E2J = (^([£'1J * 5[^2l) ) 
Ai: Allocation —»• Actional 
M[Mi ; M2I = M\M^\ ; Ml^h] 
M f v a r l l  =  ( ( f o r g e t I  I )  ;  a l l o c i n t )  *  f o r g e t ^ p j p ) )  ;  
( ( forget f^PDj  PD^ ;  > ( forget^^d f)  ;  b ind ys iA))  *  forget^^pDij ) )  
V: Declaration —^ Action^^ 
Pfconst I = EJ = ; bindintl 
Î^Kproc I = C] = (forgetful ; declare C|C]| ) ; bindcmd^ 
X>Imacro I = E] = (forget^ p j  ; define SfE}) ; bindexp^ 
î>lDi and D2I = *î>iz?2l 
C: Command —Actionf^ 
C [Cl ; C2I = (C[Cij] * forget ; C{C2] 
C|I:=E| = ( ( ( f o r g e t ;  f i n d y ^ r l )  *  f o r g e t ^ p j  j ) )  *  £ { £ } )  ;  u p d a t e  
£J[begin D in C endj = (> (VlDj) * forget^pu^) ; CIC\ 
CI alloc M in C free] = Ai[M] in €{0} 
CIcallI]] = ((forget^pi^p^ ; find ^md^) * forget^DlJ)) ; call 
Figure 5.7. An Example Language Definition: Action Semantics 
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Notice that identifiers used as expressions have typing annotations as part of their 
syntax. Alternatively, we could have combined the denotations for the three forms 
of evaluation into a single equation for £^|II by using the conditional combinator"/" 
in its definition. 
Declarations are accumulated using parallel composition. This has the effect 
that duplicate declarations in the same block cause a typing error. However, when a 
declaration block D occurs in the context begin D in C end, its bindings override 
bindings occuring in an enclosing scope. In contrast, because variable allocations 
are done sequentially, we have chosen to accumulate variable declarations using se­
quential composition, with a new declaration overriding the existing bindings as it is 
processed. Thus, duplicate variable declarations do not induce a typing error. Vari­
able deallocation is handled by a new combinator called in that we describe in the 
next section. 
The IN combinator 
The combinator in is used to limit the scope of variable allocations. The action 
Oj in a-i deallocates those locations allocated in action ai upon completion of action 
@2. This combinator is not as general as the other combinators as we are defining it 
for a specific application. 
For actions ai'.DI -4 DI and og:D/ I, we define the typing function for 
ai in 02 as: 
^ai in ^ 
if Taj oTa i{d,s)  ^  ns 
and Vd', Vs', if Tai{d',a') ^ ns, then Tat{d',s') = s' 
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Action 02 is restricted to produce results only in the imperative facet so that upon 
its completion we can truncate the storage to the shape it had when given to «i. We 
want to be sure that any variables that are being deallocated are not being passed 
along in another facet where they could still be used. We have also restricted o; 
to have the same shape storage in its source and target. The creation of command 
abstracts is made easier when commands do not alter the shape of the store. In our 
use of the combinator in in the imperative language we define, its second argument 
is always a command denotation. 
We define the meaning function for a, in as as: 
in aj (<^) •') — df P'-s) . 
{AilTa^ G TaAd,s) < sj .[ 1) (o; (Ta,(<i,5)) (oi {d, s) (r,p))) 
The coercion function is applied to the result storage to remove the cells allocated by 
Oj. When TQ J  oTai{d,s)  ^  ns, we know that the subtyping relation s) < s 
holds because none of our actions remove cells from their imperative facet arguments. 
For actions aj: DI -4 DI with scheme §i, and ctg: DI I with scheme §2, we 
define the type inference for ai in as: 
m(5i A 52 ifC\ S[ if C) = 
U{Si) -4 U{imperative-facet-in{Si)) ifU{C and C") 
where U = unify{S2,S[) ^failure 
and U{imperative-facet-in{S[)) = 
ns -4 ns if false, otherwise 
As for the action declare , the type inference algorithm can easily test the equality of 
Taj{d,s) and 3 for all non-ns results by using the typing schemes. 
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begin 
macro A = use C 
and 
proc P = X := use X + use C 
in 
call P; 
alloc 
var C 
in 
C := expand A; 
call P 
free 
end 
Figure 5.8. The Example Program 
An example of type inference 
We will now show the type inference for the program in Figure 5.8. First, we 
consider the outer declaration block. The type inference for 
Oi = ffuse CI = (iforget^Dijj) ; find * forget I contents 
infers the following schemes for the primitives actions: 
forget^uij,^ G { }ai x ( )(Ti A { }ai 
€ {C : iivar}a2 tivar 
forget^Di i) € { >03 x ( )(r2 -^ ( )(T2 
contents G tgvar x (<.2 : int)(T3 int 
Unification of the target scheme of forgetwith the source scheme of find 
produces the substitution [ai t—» {C : Ai}a;4][a2 > {}a:4][Ai t-> ijvar], which is 
applied to the source and target schemes to obtain; 
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{forgeti^Qij)) ; f ind € {C : tivar}^^ x ( )Ti tivar 
This action is then composed in parallel with forgetf^pj jy The type inference uni­
fies the two source schemes to produce the substitution [as {C ; A2}a5][Q!4 
{ }as][A2 t-4. tivar][(Ti i-+ ( )f4][(T2 i—> ( )(T4], which is applied to the source and target 
schemes. The targets are then merged to obtain: 
{[forgetf^Dj P) ; f ind * forgetG {C :iivar}a5 x ()<T4 tivar x ( )<T4 
Finally, this action is composed sequentially with contents . Unification produces the 
substitution [ti lz][l2 (is : int)(T5][(T4 w ()<T5], which is applied to the 
source and target schemes to obtain: 
a I 6 {C : t3Var}a5 x {t^ • int)(T5 A int 
Because the "forget" actions are used simply to pass along facets, we will omit 
the details of the type inference for these actions from now on unless it is needed for 
clarity. The type inference for the declaration 
a2 = X>[macro A = use CJ = { f o r g e t ;  d e f i n e  aj ; bindexp^ 
infers the following schemes: 
iforget^pjj^ ; define aj) 6 { }a6 x ()<Te -4 exp({C : tavar}, (43 : int)) 
ômt/expA € exp({ }«?, ( )<^7) {A : exp({ ( )<^r)}exactiy 
«2 € { }a6 X ( )<T6 {A : exp({C : iavar}, {13 : int))}exactly 
The row and storage variables ag and o-g of ai are filled in with { } and ( ) to form 
the exp type. 
We now show the inference for the second declaration. The right-hand side of 
the assignment statement has the denotation: 
I l l  
Us = 6^ I use X + use CJ = (as * a^) ; addict 
The type inference for variable lookups and is the same as that for ai, and we 
obtain the following schemes: 
«3 G {X : <.4var}«8 x (^4 : int)(rg -U int 
«4 6 {C : i5var}a9 x (tg : int)£79 A int 
Parallel composition of these actions gives: 
( « 4  * as) € {C : i4var, X : isvarjaio x : int, tg : int)<rio int x int 
This action is composed sequentially with add\nt E int x int int to give the 
scheme: 
05 e  {C : i4var, X : t5var}aio x (14 : int, : int)<rio int 
The body of procedure P has the following action semantics denotation: 
at = C|X := use X + use C| = (ag * ag) ; update 
where ae = [ { f o r g e t ;  f i n d  y ^ j X )  * f o r g e t ^ ^ j  i )  has the following scheme: 
ae G {X : tgvar}^!! x ( )(Tu  -4 tgvar x {)an 
Parallel composition of Og and ag produces the scheme: 
(ag * ag) € {C : i4var, X : 67var}ai2 x (44 : int, t? : int)«Tig 
-4 (i7var X int) x (14 : int, 47 : int)(Ti2 
which is sequentially composed with 
update € (tgvar x int) x (ts : int)<Ti3 -4 (tg : int)(Ti3 
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to give the substitution [t; t—^ igjfts » (m : int)cri4][(Ti2 ()''"i4]) And the 
following scheme for the procedure body: 
a^ e {C : t^var, X ; i9var}ai2 x {t^ : int, tg : int)(Ti4 
(i4 : int, 49 : int)(ri4 
The procedure declaration has the following denotation: 
as = T'lproc P = X := use X + use CJ = 
iforget^ujjy^ ; declare ar) ; bindcmdP 
The type inference for declare ay fills in the storage variable (T14 of a/'s scheme with 
( ) to obtain the scheme: 
{declare ay) G {C:t4var, X:igvar}ai2 A cmd((t4:int, 49:int)) 
The declaration has the typing scheme: 
as G {C:44Var, X:i9var}ai3 x {)<Ti5 {P:cmd((44:int, 4g:int))}exac«y 
The scheme for the declaration block 
ag = macro A = C and proc P = X := X + CJ = ag * ag 
unifies the source schemes and merges the target bindings schemes produced by a; 
and as to give the scheme: 
as G {C: 44Var, X: 4gvar}ai4 x  ( j c r i e  
-4 {A:exp({C:tavar}, (43:int)), P:cmd((t4:int, 49:int))}exactly 
We now show the type inference for the inner command block. The right-hand 
side of the assignment statement has the denotation: 
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oio = f [expand A] = { ( f o r g e t ;  f i n d A . )  *  f o r g e t ^ j j i  p ^ )  ;  e v a l  
The left term has kinding DI FDI and the scheme: 
{A :exp({ }ai6, ( )(7iT)}air x ( )<^i8 
exp({ }ai6, ( X {A :exp({ }ai6, ( )(TiT)}aiT x ( )cri8 
The action forgetpasses along the bindings and storage arguments which are 
tupled with the exp-type value on the functional facet, eval has the typing scheme: 
eval e exp({ }ai8, ( )<7i9) x { } q i9 x ( )cr2o int 
if { }ai9 < { }«i8 and { }<T2o < { )<Ti9 
The type inference for ; unifies {A :exp({}ai6, ( with { }ai9, and { }ai6 
with { }ai8, and we get a new constraint on the declarative facet in the scheme for 
aio that looks recursive: 
oio G {A : exp({ }a2o, ( )<T2i)}a2i x ( )<T22 int 
if {A. : exp( { } a 2 o ,  ( )<T2i)}a2i < { }a2o and { )(T22 < { )<T2i 
The decomposition algorithm notes that both constraints have M-forms and no sim­
plification is done. By Proposition 4.3, these constraints are trivially satisfied by 
instantiating both row variables to { } and both storage variables to ( ). 
The assignment statement has the following denotation; 
ai2 = C|C := expand A| = (an * aio) ; update 
where an = { { f o r g e t ;  f i n d  y ^ j ^ C )  *  f o r g e t f ^ p i j )  has the scheme: 
an e {C : tnvar}a23 x ( )cr23 invar x ( )(T23 
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Parallel composition of and ajo produces the scheme: 
{A : exp({}a2o, ( ) < ^ 2 i ) ,  C : tuvar}a24 x ()<T24 (tiivar x int) x ( )(724 
if {A : exp({}a2o, ()<T2i), C : iiivar}a24 < { }a2o 
and { )(T24 < ( 
Again, these constraints have M-forms and are satisfiable by Proposition 4.3. This 
scheme is composed sequentially with: 
update e (ii2var x int) x {cu : int)<725 {in •' int)(T25 
and we obtain scheme 
012 G {A:exp({}a2o, ()(T2i), C:ti3var}a24 x (<.13:int)cr26 (tia:int)cr26 
i/{A:exp({ }a2o, Oo-gi), C:ii3var}a24 < { }a2o 
and (ii3:int)cr26 < ( )<^2i 
The second command of the inner block is the procedure call to P, whose deno­
tation is: 
ai3 = CI call PI = {{forget (DI ; f ind^^^F) * forget^j^u)) ; call 
The left-hand action has scheme: 
{P :cmd(( )(727)}Q!25 X ( )<^28 cmcl({ )(T27) x 0(728 
Action call has scheme: 
call € cmd(( )(t29) x ( )cr3Q a ( )(t3o if ( )< t3o < ( )«^29 
The two actions are now sequentially composed and we have the following scheme 
for the procedure call: 
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013 E {P : cmd(()tr3i)}a25 X ()<732 A {)(Tz2 if {)(T32 < ()f31 
The command sequence has denotation: 
«14 = C|[C' ;= expand .4 ; call Pj = (ai2 * forget^pijj^) ; ais 
The first command is composed with forgetf^u[ to pass along the bindings it receives 
to the second command. Next, this action is sequentially composed with 013. The 
type inference unifies the record {A : exp({ jctgo, O^ai)» C : ii3var}a24 with the 
record {P : cmd(( )(T3i )}a25 and the storage shape (tis : int)(T26 with the storage 
shape ( )(T32. We obtain the typing scheme: 
ai4 G {A:exp({ }a2o, ()<'"2i), C:ii3var, P:cmd(( )(T3i)}a26 x (iis: int)<r33 
(613: int)(T33 
i/{A:exp({}a2o, {)<T2i), C:ti3var, P:cmd(()(r3i)}a26 < {>0:20 
and (ti3:int)cr33 < ( )cr2i and (ii3:int)(T33 < ( )<T3i 
The constraint set is satisfiable as all constraints have M-forms. 
The allocation of variable C has denotation ajg = A^fvar C| = aje ; «17j 
where 
«16 = iforgeti^Dji) ; allocint) * forget^^i^D) 
«17 = {fo'''9^i(FDI,FD) i («15)) * fof9^^{FDI,I) 
where Oig — forgetf^fp ; bind y„C has the typing scheme: 
«15 G ti4var X { }oi2f {C : ti4var}exactly 
The type inference for > (ais) extends «27 with a A-field for C, which the ti4var 
field in the target overrides. The other bindings in the source are allowed to flow 
through. We obtain the following typing scheme: 
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> (ais) 6 tnvar x {C : A4}a28 — {C : ii4var}a28 
Actions ai6 and 017 have the following schemes: 
«16 E { }a29 X (£1 : undef)crs^ A fivar x { }a29 x (£1 : int)(T34 
an e ti4var x {C :A4}a28 x ( )cr35 {C :ii4var}a28 x ( )f^35 
The two actions are now sequentially composed and we obtain the following typing 
scheme for ais : 
ai8 e {C :A4}a3o x : undef)cr36 {C :£ivar}a3o x (^i : int)(T36 
We now show the type inference for: 
ai9 = CI alloc var C in C := expand A; call P free]] = ais in 
The type inference unifies the target of ajs with the source of ai4 to produce the 
substitution [i^ h- £i][a3o {A : exp({}a2o, {)o'2i), P : cmd(( )(r3i)}a3i][a26 
{ }a3i|[(T36 t-» ( )cr37][<T33 ( )(T37]. The equivalence of the source and target impera­
tive facet of ai4 is checked and we obtain the following typing scheme: 
ai9 € {C :A4, A : exp({ }a2o, ( )(r2i), P : cmd(( )<73i)}a3i x (^1 : undef)(T3T 
A (£1 : undef)cr3T 
if {A : exp({ >020, ()<^2i), C : £ivar, P : cmd(( )(T3i)}a3i < {>020 
and {il : int)erg? < ( )(T2i and {ii : int)<T37 < ( )cr3i 
The first call to procedure P is composed in parallel with forgetwhen the 
commands are sequenced. «20 = Cfcall P| * forgetf^pj has the scheme: 
«20 E {P : cmd(( )(T38)}a32 x ( )<T39 {P : cmd(( )(738)}a32 x ( )<r39 
if ( )<T39 < ( )o-38 
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Next, 020 is sequentially composed with O19 and we obtain the scheme: 
(«20 ; 019) G {C: A4, A:exp({}a2o, ()<72i), P: cmd(( )(T4o)}a33 
X {ii:undef)a4x {ii'.undef)crj^x 
t/{A:exp({}a2o, {)<T2i), Ci^ivar, P:cmd(()cr4o)}a33 < { }a2o 
and (fi:int)(T4i < ( )cr2i and (^1: int)(T4i < ( )(T4o 
and undef)crni < ( )<74o 
The type inference now overrides the declaration block ag. The source record 
{C:44var, X: tgvar}ai4 is extended with fields for A and P, producing the substi­
tution [ai4 1-^ {A: Ag, P: Ae}a34j. The target record {A: exp({C: isvar}, (t3:int)), 
P:cmd((t4:int, ig: int))}exactly is extended with "absent" fields for C and X. The 
A and P fields in the target override the same fields in the source, and the C and 
X fields in the source, along with any other fields in «34, are carried through to the 
target. We obtain the scheme; 
{C: t4var, X: igvar. A: A5, P: A6}a34 x ( )cr42 
A {A:exp({C:i3var}, (t3:int)), P:cmd((t4:int, Ag:int)), 
C: i4var, X: igvar}a34 x ( )<742 
The above scheme actually shows the action composed in parallel with f o r g e t ^  
to pass along the storage argument it receives to the command block. 
The final step of the type inference composes this action sequentially with 
020 ; #19. We obtain the substitution [033 1-^ {X: A7}a35][A7 tgvar] [0:34 1—> 
{}a35][A4 i4var][a2o {C: i3var}][<r2i i-> (t3:int)][(T4o (i4:int, t9:int)][(T4i H-> 
( )c43][(''42 ^ {h' undef)cr<i3\, and the following typing scheme for the program: 
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{Cu4var, Xugvar, AiAg, P: Agjagg x {ix\ undef)(j^i A {ii:undef)(T43 
z/{A:exp({C;i3var}, (tsiiiit)), P: cmd((i4: int, tgiiiit)), 
X.'igvar, C:^ivar}a35 < {Criavar} 
and (fi:int)<T43 < (ta: int) and (£i:int)cr43 < (44: int, tgiint) 
and {Cx:undef)(T43 < (44:int, tgânt) 
We may simplify this scheme by eliminating the constraints. First note that tg must 
equal ii for the record constraint to hold true. Once this substitution is made, the 
record constraint is true for any instantiation of 035, The first constraint on the 
imperative facet now holds for any instantiation of (T43. The remaining constraints 
require that 0-43 be extended with <,4 and tg cells. Applying the substitution U = 
[i3 t—J- ^i][(T43 ^-4. (<,4:int, int)(T44] to the constraints, we obtain 
{A:exp({C:^ivar}, (^i:int}), P:cmd((t4:int, tgiiiit)), 
X: tgvar, C;£ivar}a35 < {C:^ivar} 
and (£ i:int, 64:int, tg :int)0-44 < (£ i;int) 
and (fiiint, 64:int, tg :int)cr44 < (<.4:int, tg :int) 
and {ii-.undef, <.4:int, ig :int)<744 < (14:int, tg:int) 
These constraints simplify to M-forms which are trivially satisfiable. We omit them 
from the scheme, giving us the final result: 
{C:t4var, X:igvar, A:As, P:A6}a35 x {iiiundef, 64:int, tg:int)0-43 
A {i^'.undef, 64:int, ig:int)cr43 
The field variables A5 and Ag in the scheme's source are "little row variables"; 
since neither they nor the row variable «35 appear in the scheme's target, we compress 
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them into a single row variable j3 and obtain the scheme: 
{C:t4var, X:tgvar}/3 x {ii' .undef, ^4:int, tg:int)(T A {ii:undef, 64:int, i9:int)<T 
for the program. 
The scheme tells us that the program requires a declarative facet argument that 
has bindings of C and X to variables and may contain other bindings as well. The 
program also requires an imperative facet argument with cells for the two variables. 
Note that the exact locations of the two memory cells are "unknown"; they are 
both (.-variables. The storage may contain other cells, but the location ii must be 
unallocated. Recall that locations are generated by the function newlocn, so the 
location is, in fact, arbitrary. We have not studied the precise nature of storage 
cell location generation and its implications in action semantics. 
The scheme illustrates that the typing annotations for an action semantics deno­
tation contain more information than those for the lambda-calculus style denotational 
semantics. Rather than simply saying the program's denotation is a function with 
domain Environment —» Store —> Store, we know that its "environment" must con­
tain bindings for C and X to variables, and that its "store" must contain cells for 
these variables. The scheme also expresses the polymorphic nature of the action's 
denotation. The program can be used in any declarative-imperative context that has 
at least bindings for C and X and holds their storage cells. The scheme shows us 
that the program does not change the shape of the storage. 
We also have some intuitive indication of what the program does from its typing 
scheme: we know that it examines and possibly modifies the memory cells for C and 
X. By the soundness and completeness properties of the type schemes, the scheme 
describes all the well-defined behaviors of the program. 
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Implementation of the Type Inference Algorithms 
We have seen in the previous section that annotating an action semantics ex­
pression with type schemes is a tedious task. In this section we describe our imple­
mentation of the type inference algorithm in ML. We include a small bit of the ML 
code. 
Figure 5.9 lists the ML datatypes that implement the type schemes in each 
facet. The code is straightforward from the syntax of the type schemes given in 
Chapter 3. Our implementation includes records in the functional facet for exper­
imentation with language definitions that operate upon records. The type scheme 
{A:present{int), B: a6sen<}aexactly is implemented as: 
bindings( [ ("A", present(prim(Int))) , ("B", absent) ] , 
alpha ' ex ('"bl") ) 
where the string '"bl" is a bindings (row) type variable. 
The ML datatypes that implement the type schemes for actions are given in 
Figure 5.10. The ML type pattern serves two purposes; it tags a type scheme with 
the facet it belongs to (e.g., Bindings), and it is used in defining substitutions: 
datatype subst = 
failure I subst of TypeVar list * (TypeVar -> pattern) 
The constructor tag on the pattern matches the form of type variable it is bound to 
in the substitution. 
The source and target of an action are implemented as pairs, where the first 
component (kinds) specifies the facets the source or target is defined on, and the 
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datatype Prim = Nat I Int I Real I Bool 
datatype locn = iota of TypeVar I locn of int 
datatype Values = prim of Prim I pair of Values * Values I 
var of locn * Values I fen of Values * Values I 
theta of TypeVar I record of Bindings 
and Bindings = bindings of (string * Field) list * Row 
and Row = ex I alpha of TypeVar I alpha'ex of TypeVar 
emd Field = absent I delta of TypeVar I present of Values 
and Storage = cells of (locn * cell) list * Top 
euid cell = undef I full of Values 
and Top = empty I gamma of TypeVar 
Figure 5.9. ML Implementation of Facets 
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datatype pattern = Values of Values | Field of Field I 
Bindings of Bindings I Storage of Storage I Loc of locn I ns 
datatype kinds = one I F I D I I I FD I FX I DI I FDI 
datatype facet_designator = Ff I Df I Sf 
datatype constraint = vxv of Values * Values | 
sxs of Storage * Storage I 
False 
datatype scheme = ppc of (kinds * (facet.designator -> pattern)) * 
(kinds * (facet.designator -> pattern)) * 
constraint list | 
ss of scheme * scheme I 
failed 
Figure 5.10. ML Implementation of Schemes 
second component (facet_designator -> pattern) is a function that maps each 
facet designator to its type scheme. Action schemes have three forms: the construc­
tor ppc tags a scheme of the form S\ S2 if C \ the constructor ss tags a scheme of 
the form «Si/<S2, and the constructor failed represents the scheme ns -4 ns if false. 
An action scheme's constraint set is represented as a list, where the empty list rep­
resents true. For example, the scheme for the action succ ^ 9 9 if 6 < real is 
implemented as: 
ppc( (F, fn d => if d = Ff then Values(theta("'tl")) else ns) , 
(F, fn d => if d = Ff then Values(theta("'tl")) else ns) , 
[ vxv( thetaC'tl") , prim(Real) ) ] ) 
Facets which are not in an action's source or target kinds component map to the 
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fun Analyze (A: Action): AnnotatedAction * scheme = case A of 
find Ide => 
let val Theta = NewValuesVarO ; 
val Alpha = alpha(NewRowVar()); 
val S = Bindings(bindings([(Ide,present Theta)].Alpha); 
val T = Values(Theta); 
val sch = ppc ( (D , (fn d => if d = Df then S else ns)), 
(F , (fn d => if d = Ff then T else ns)), 
[] ) 
in ( Find(Ide,sch) , sch) end I 
bind Ide => 
let val Theta = NesrValuesVarO ; 
val S = Values(Theta); 
val T = Bindings(bindings([(Ide,present Theta)],ex)); 
val sch = ppc ( (F , (fn d => if d = Ff then S else ns)), 
(D , (fn d => if d = Df then T else ns)), 
[] ) 
in ( Bind(Ide, sch) , sch) end I 
Figure 5.11. ML Implementation of find i and hind i 
pattern ns in its (facet.designator -> pattern) component. 
The datatype Action implements the syntax of actions: 
datatype Action = 
forget of kinds * kinds I 
find of string I bind of string I ... 
semi of Action * Action I 
Each action combinator is an ML type constructor on the datatypes of its component 
actions. For example, the action find A ; bind B is implemented as the ML term 
semi(find "A",bind "B"). 
The type inference algorithm is implemented as a function called Analyze that 
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maps an Action to a pair consisting of an annotated syntax tree for the action, 
and a typing scheme. (See Figure 5.11.) The datatype AnnotatedAction pairs each 
subaction in an action semantics expression with its typing scheme: 
datatype AnnotatedAction -
Forget of kinds * kinds * scheme I 
Find of string * scheme I Bind of string * scheme I ... 
Semi of AnnotatedAction * AnnotatedAction * scheme I 
Analyze is implemented as a cases statement on the datatype Action. For the 
primitive actions, the function takes care of allocating fresh type variables for each 
action. ML code for the type inference for find i and bind i is given in Figure 5.11. 
The code is straightforward from their schemes in Figure 3.2. 
For the action combinators, Analyze first infers types for each component action 
and then combines their schemes. Sequential composition is implemented as: 
semi (A1,A2) => let val (aal,Tl) = Analyze Al; 
val (aa2,T2) = Analyze A2; 
val sch = dropfail (semitype (T1,T2)) 
in ( Semi(aal,aa2,sch) , sch ) end 
Function semitype does the type inference on the schemes T1 and T2, and function 
dropfail eliminates failed schemes from a slash scheme. 
semitype is defined in Figure 5.12. For two ppc schemes, the construction of the 
result scheme is that presented in Chapter 3. Function unify operates on two (kinds 
* (facet.designator -> pattern)) pairs: first, equivalence of kinds is checked; 
then the patterns of each facet are unified. Function prunion applies a substitution 
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fun semitype ( ppc(pl,p2,c) , T2 ) = (case T2 of 
failed => failed I 
ss(sl,s2) => ss( semitypeC ppc(pl,p2,c) ,sl) , 
semitypeC ppc(pl,p2,c) ,s2) ) I 
p p c C p l '  , p 2 ' , c ' )  = >  
(let val U = unify (p2,pl'.EmptySubst); 
val d = prunion U (c ® c') in 
if (isfailure U) orelse not(issat d) then failed 
else let val ql = PruneScheme U pi 
amd q2 = PruneScheme U p2' 
in ppc( ql , q2 , d ) end 
end)) I 
semitype ( ss(sl,s2) , T2 ) = 
ss( semitype(sl,T2) , semitype(s2,T2) ) I 
semitype ( failed , T2 ) = failed 
Figure 5.12. ML Implementation of Sequential Composition 
to a list of constraints, removing any duplicates that result from its application. 
Function Prunescheme applies a substitution to a source or target scheme. 
Our ML implementation includes the decomposition and satisfaction algorithms 
discussed in Chapter 4, and a pretty-printer that translates an action's ML typing 
scheme into a string of characters that resembles its typing scheme given in Chapter 3. 
We have used the implementation to annotate the action semantics denotations of 
programs in a small imperative language and also a small expression language. 
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CHAPTER 6. CONCLUSION 
Related Work 
Our type inference algorithms for action semantics are based on the work of a 
number of researchers. In this section we discuss each of these different type systems 
and point out where our ideas originated. We also give some comparisons with our 
system where appropriate. We begin with a description of ML-style type inference, 
followed by various extensions of it to subtypes and records. 
Milner-style type inference 
Unification-based, polymorphic type inference originated with the programming 
language ML, which includes the lambda calculus as a subset. In [18], Milner defines 
a type inference algorithm for a subset of ML and proves its soundness with respect 
to a semantic model. 
The type inference algorithm assigns type schemes (what Milner calls polytypes) 
to expressions in the language. For example, the term \x . x is given the type 
scheme a —> a which is interpreted as the collection of types Va . a —a, where a 
ranges over all types. Each variable in a type scheme is quantified at the outermost 
scope. (Schemes such as (Va . a —> a) —>• (Va . a —> a) are not allowed.) A type 
environment gives types to the free identifiers in an expression. For example, when 
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analyzing the body x y of the expression \y . Xx . x + y, the type environment 
would have form {x : a, y : ,3}. Because action semantics is a combinator notation, 
our type inference algorithms differ from those based on the lambda calculus in that 
we do not need to maintain a type environment for identifiers. This simplifies our 
algorithms. 
The main interest of Milner's type inference algorithm lies in its different treat­
ment of the language constructs 'Ai . e' and let i — e\ in eg '. The semantics for the 
two constructs are equivalent (i.e., |[(Ai . 63) ei| is equivalent to [let i = ei in eg] ), 
but in some cases it is possible to assign a type to the let construct but not to the 
lambda construct. Lambda binding does not allow different occurrences of a A-bound 
variable to have different types. For example, the term 
(A/ . (/ true, / 3)) (Ax . x) 
is ill-typed because /'s domain scheme a cannot be unified to both types bool and 
int. Although terms may have more than one type, with lambda binding there is no 
way to take advantage of this polymorphism. 
(Parametric) polymorphism is made available in ML through the let binding 
mechanism. For example, the type inference for the term 
let f = \x . X in (/ true, / 3) 
gives the different applications of / schemes with fresh variables. Unification is done 
for each application, but the substitutions are not applied to the type scheme specified 
for / by its let-binding in the type environment. Milner explains that, intuitively, 
the difference between the two binding mechanisms exists because a A-abstraction 
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may occur without an argument, whereas the let construct involves the restricted use 
of an abstract. 
Subtyping 
Mitchell Parametric polymorphism can only represent "structural" inclusion 
among types (as described by Mitchell and Fuh and Mishra's relation MATCH dis­
cussed in Chapter 4), and not subtyping relations such as int < real. Mitchell [20] 
extended a subset of ML (namely the lambda calculus) with subtypes. The model of 
subtypes was based on set containment: if rj < T2, then |ri| Ç |r2j. Mitchell noted 
that in the presence of subtypes, an ML-style type scheme does not characterize all 
possible typings of each term. He therefore introduced coercion sets (constraint sets) 
to the type schemes. Mitchell explains coercions as hypotheses about the types of the 
free variables and the subtype relationships between these types. This new form of 
type scheme requires that substitutions into a scheme must preserve the satisfiability 
of its coercion set. Mitchell omitted the algorithms for checking satisfiability from 
[20]. 
Fuh and Mishra Fuh and Mishra built on Mitchell's work by implementing 
the algorithms for checking the satisfiability of a constraint set [10]. In [11], Fuh 
and Mishra noted that their type inference system generated coercion sets with size 
proportional to program size. The problem was that their type inference algorithm 
introduced coercions for every occurrence of an identifier and for every function ap­
plication. For example, type inference for the term (A® . x) y would infer the type 
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schemes 
Xx . X £ Oi 02 if ^1 < ^2 and y G O4 if O3 < O4 
(with the type environment {y : #3}) and generate the type scheme 
^2 if {^1 ^ ^2) ^3 ^ ^4) ^4 ^ ^1} 
for the application. Large constraint sets make type schemes difficult for the user to 
decipher and also affect the efficiency of the type inference algorithm. 
Action semantics The model for action semantics discussed in Chapter 2 
gives us an advantage for type inference: it reduces the size of constraint sets. Because 
the typing functions are monotonie, for any action a and any type t, if Ta{t) ^ ns, 
then for all types t' < Ta{t') ^ ns. This means that action a is defined on all 
types t' which are subtypes of t, and a coercion is not needed for the application of 
action a to a value of type t'. Further, action composition unions the constraint sets 
of the component actions: no new constraints are introduced into the type scheme 
for the composed action. Constraints are only needed to restrict the types a variable 
in a scheme may be instantiated to (e.g., succ, add\ni, and addfeai), or to express 
relations between the variables in a scheme (e.g., update, eval, and call). 
Records 
Cardelli Cardelli studied the notions of record type and inclusion subtyping 
among record types in his typing system for a language with multiple inheritance [3]. 
One record type is a subtype of another if it contains all of its fields. For example, 
{a : int, b : bool} is a subtype of {a : int}. Inclusion subtyping corresponds to the 
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ordering on our non-exactly record types given in Chapter 2. Cardelli's system does 
not use type schemes to express polymorphism, instead all terms are explicitly typed 
and the subtype relation on types is checked. 
CardelU and Wegner Cardelli and Wegner study the use of explicit universal 
quantification to model parametric polymorphism, and explicitly bounded quantifi­
cation of types to model subtypes and multiple inheritance [5]. For example, the type 
Va < {A: int} . a —> int is the type of a function that accepts any record having 
at least an integer A component and extracts its contents. Bounded quantification 
allows us to express input-output dependencies in a type scheme. For example, the 
result type of a function with type Va < {A: int} . a —> a will be the same as its 
argument type, whatever subtype of {A: int} it happens to be. This was not possible 
in Cardelli's earlier system [3|. 
Wand Wand studied type inference for a language based on Cardelli's system 
[41]. Wand introduced row variables to provide a mechanism for multiple inheritance. 
Row variables allow type inference on records to be reduced to unification so that a 
constraint set is not needed to express subtype relations. For example, the function 
succA = \r . (r.A) + 1 has the scheme {A:int}a —+ int. (succA corresponds to 
the action find A', succ.) It may be applied to records with fields other than A 
such as {A = 3; B = true} because the argument's type scheme {A:int, Brbool} 
unifies with the function's domain scheme {A:int}a. In Cardelli's system, succA 
is given the typing {A;int} —> int and may be applied to the same record, since 
{A.int, B:bool} < {A:int}. 
Wand's language includes a "with" construct that allows an arbitrary record to 
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be extended with a new field or the value in an existing field to be. changed. The 
with construct allows the definition of an "update" function such as 
incdateA = Xr . r with A := {r.A) + 1 
Wand's type inference algorithm would assign incdateA the scheme {A:int}a — 
{A:int}a, which expresses the bounded polymorphism Va < {A:int} . a —^ a of 
Cardelli and Wegner's system. incdateA corresponds to the action > (succA ; bind A), 
which, for the actions in Chapter 5, would be given the same scheme. 
Wand points out that the term 
letfix = (A/ . / {A = 3; B = 5} + / {A = 3; C = 7}) succA 
is not well-typed in his system: the row variable a in the scheme for succA must be 
instantiated differently for each occurrence of the identifier / to which it is bound. 
This term is, however, well-typed in Cardelli's system. 
Action semantics We have a similar problem typing a term such as letfix 
in action semantics. If we consider only the scheme for succA as being bound to / 
in the declarative facet, our problem seems to be exactly the same as Wand's. But 
the semantics of letfix clarifies the problem. When an action is to be abstracted 
and placed on the functional facet, a single morphism of the action must be selected 
(i.e., the action must be made monomorphic). Hence, an abstracted action can no 
longer be applied to values with different types. In Chapter 5, we saw a way to 
recover the polymorphism of an abstract with the actions call and eval. In the 
previous example, the identifier / could be bound to the action expression abstract 
define{succA) 6 {A:int} —» int, and enacted in the different contexts where / is 
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applied by the action find f ; eval. This solution was at the expense of removing 
subtyping on non-record types from the functional facet, however. 
Stansifer Stansifer studied type inference for a language with records and in­
clusion subtyping on records similar to Cardelli's [3]. Stansifer introduced constraints 
on records types. For example, he would give succA the typing scheme 
a —> int z/a < {A:int} 
Stansifer's system is capable of assigning the following type scheme to letfix : 
int if a < {A:int} and j3x < {A:int, B:int} and jii < a 
and ^2 < {A; int, C:int} and < a 
However, Stansifer does not give an algorithm for checking the satisfiability of these 
constraints. He merely points out that "one must know whether a solution exists or 
not before one can conclude an expression has a type." His constraints are similar to 
our constraints on non-exactly records discussed in Chapter 4, so he could probably 
use our decomposition algorithms. 
Jategaonkar and Mitchell Jategaonkar and Mitchell [15] combine Mitchell's 
system [20] with that of Wand [41] in an extension of ML called ML^. The language 
features a binding mechanism for row variables in its syntax called extended pattern 
matching. This allows one to define a function such as 
incA = A {a = ®;v} . {a = X + 1; v} 
which updates a record. The identifier v is bound to the fields other than a in an 
actual argument record. incA is assigned the type scheme {a: int, a} {a; int, a} 
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and may be applied to a record such as {a = 1; 6 = true} to obtain the result 
{a = 2; 6 = true}. In action semantics, this behavior is seen on storage records in 
the imperative facet. 
Jategaonkar and Mitchell's type inference algorithm keeps track of type expres­
sions that appear during type inference but not in the final typing statement of a 
term. These type expressions are used to place restrictions on the allowable substi­
tutions into row variables. For example, in the type inference for 
(A {a = x;u} . {«}) ({a = 3;v}) 
the lambda term is given the scheme {a:int;a} —> {a}. But (without restrictions) 
the final typing scheme {a} erroneously allows a to be instantiated to {arbool;/?} 
because the "context" {a;int;a} has been lost. The type expression {a: int; a} is 
called a cut formula because the scheme has been "cut" from the result typing scheme. 
Cut formulas are paired with type schemes to form a "restricted typing statement." 
Cut formulas are generated by the type inference rule for function application. 
Jategaonkar and Mitchell use a set of atomic constraints as in [20] that may 
contain atomic row constraints of the form ri < rg, where r\ and 7*2 are either row 
variables or { }. Row constraints are generated at every occurrence of a record, just 
as subtyping constraints were generated at every occurrence of an identifier in the 
Mitchell/Fuh and Mitchell system. For example, the record {a = x',u} generates the 
type environment {a: : ri, u : a}, the type scheme {a : Tg;/)}, and the constraint set 
{n  <  T2 ,  a  <  f3 } .  
Substitutions into the constraint set, subject to the set of restrictions, may ex­
tend row variables with additional fields. Structural subtyping is used on records, 
hence, records having identical label sets may be decomposed to atomic relations. 
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The type of a record pattern always contains a row variable so that record functions 
may be applied to records with additional fields not referenced by extended pattern 
matching. But this also assists in the decomposition of record constraints. 
Jategaonkar and Mitchell's algorithm seems complex to us, and they state that 
it is an open problem to develop a semantic model for ML"*". 
Re my Remy introduced the notions of "present" and "absent" fields, and field 
variables as an alternative to Wand's row variables [31]. He studied a lambda calculus 
language with records. All records are defined over the same finite set of labels L, and 
instead of a row variable in the type scheme for a record, unknown fields are explicitly 
listed out. For example, given labels A, B, and C, the scheme {A:int}a would be 
written as {A: present(int), B: Ag, C: Ac}. An interesting capability made available 
by field variables is their ability to express relations between the fields in a record, re­
gardless of whether the fields are absent or present. For example, a function swapAB 
may be given the scheme {A: Ayj, B: Ag, C: Ac} —> {A: Ag, B: A^, C: Ac}. 
Remy uses a structural notion of subtyping. He points out that when non­
structural subtyping is extended to non-atomic types in his system, it is not known 
how to simplify (decompose) a constraint set. In particular, he mentions the con­
straint form present{t) < absent. Remy does not give a semantic model for his 
language. 
Wand Wand introduced a record concatenation operation to the lambda cal­
culus with records [42]. He showed that in the presense of record concatenation, his 
language does not have principal types. Instead, every well-typed term has a finite 
set of type schemes such that every typing is an instance of one of these schemes. 
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Wand's system uses Remy's field variables and absent and pre3ent{t) fields in 
addition to row variables for record type schemes. Wand introduced the concept of 
"domain of use" for a row variable: instead of listing fields for all of the labels in the 
program, all records with the same row variable have the same explicit labels. Thus, 
only the labels with fields known to be present or absent need be explicitly listed in a 
record scheme. The domain of use supercedes Jategaonkar and Mitchell's use of cut 
formulas. This approach was used in our type inference algorithms in Chapter 3. 
Wand models records as total functions L {V + {absent}), where £ is a fixed 
set of labels, and F is a domain of values. His record concatenation operation is 
defined as 
concat[rx,r-i) = Ai . isV'(r2(i)) —» r^ii) | ri(i) 
Present fields in rg override fields in r-i. 
Type inference for concat{ri,r2) assigns schemes 
ri G {i : A,}ai and r2 G {i : A;}a2 
to the argument records, where i ranges over the set of labels used in the program. 
concat is given the following scheme: 
concat G {i : A,}ai x {i : A'}a2 —> {i : A'/}a3 if || «2 = as 
where ai || a.2 = «3 is an extension constraint that abbreviates the set of disjunctions 
(A; = present(ti) and A" = A() or (A; = absent and A" = A,) 
For each field i, either the field is present in rg (i.e., A| = preaent[ti)), and thus 
present in the result, or else the field is absent in rg, in which case the field in the 
result is the same as it is in ri, whether it be present or absent. 
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SCHEME CONCEPT INTRODUCED BY 
type variables Milner [18] 
constraint sets Mitchell [20] 
row variables Wand [41] 
field variables Remy [31] 
Figure 6.1. Advances in Type Schemes 
Action semantics Complex constraints are not needed for record concatena­
tion ( "override" ) in action semantics because the typing schemes for actions have the 
a- and A-preserved properties discussed in Chapter 3. The properties ensure us that 
if the same identifier is bound to a field variable in both records, it is the same field 
variable (i.e., A,- = A; = A"), so a constraint is not needed. This represents the 
harmless case where an unknown binding is overriding itself. 
Ongoing and Future Research 
Actions have more detailed typing annotations than those usually found in deno-
tational semantics definitions. For example, in addition to type annotations related 
to the values that flow through semantics equations, there are annotations for sets of 
bindings that should be present in an environment. In the future, we plan to study 
how typing information such as this can indicate language structure. For example, 
an action semantics might prove useful in detecting important language properties 
or concepts such as whether a language is dynamically or statically scoped, sequen­
tial imperative, statically typed, or block-structured (in its store; in its environment 
bindings). We plan to investigate the following topics, among others. 
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Non-interference We plan to use the set of cells model of storage pre­
sented here to study non-interference properties of an action semantics expression 
[34]. For example, actions in the parallel composition ax * «2 may operate indepen­
dently without need for mutual exclusion when they operate on non-interfering sets 
of storage cells. The typing annotations on the imperative facet indicate which cells 
are used by an action. 
Stack-based storage We also plan to investigate imperative facet types 
that are stacks of cells [33]. This formulation will hopefully prove useful in expressing 
the semantics of block-structured languages in action semantics. We have worked 
with primitive actions on the imperative facet that were parameterized on stack 
depth. In doing so, we avoided constraints on storage types for the primitives update 
and contents, but limited the usefulness of the actions. In general, this is information 
a user would not be able to supply. On the other hand, when the stack depth 
is unknown, it is unclear what forms of constraint are necessary for storage types, 
whether a simplifying concept similar to the row variable exists when the storage 
shape is stack-based, and whether there is an algorithm for checking satisfiability. We 
have used sets of storage cells as types in the imperative facet here mainly because 
of their similarity to record types in the declarative facet. 
Analysis of semantics equations The type inference algorithms de­
scribed in this report are for a specific action semantics expression. We are currently 
working on a type inference algorithm designed to analyze the semantics equations 
themselves. An equation such as; 
^|Ei-f E2 J = (^([jBI]] * £'}^2l)! 
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is dependent on the other equations in the syntax of expressions, and possibly other 
syntactic constructs as well. We do not know what facets flow into an equation by 
looking at the equation itself. For example, depending on whether identifiers may be 
bound to variables, the imperative facet may or may not be needed for expression 
evaluation. 
A choice or cases combinator In Figure 1.4, we used an action called 
choose to implement a conditional statement, however, we did not define the seman­
tics for this action. We would like choose to be defined in terms of the conditional 
combinator /. In [8], we use the primitive types tt and fF, where tt < bool and 
ff < bool, to define the semantics for a conditional statement: 
C[if B then Ci else Q] =0|B]| §p((»tt§, C|Ci|)/(»fF§, CIC2I)) 
This equation is used with "constant" boolean expressions, constructed with the BNF 
rule: 
B ::= true | not B | I 
If boolean expressions of the form Ej = Eg were added to the language, the above 
definition would no longer be correct: the result of iB|B]] would be of type bool, 
which is neither type tt nor type ff. Some sort of "lifting" operation is needed to 
convert the action (istt §, C[Ci|)/(isff §, CfCgl) to an action on type bool. We 
would like to generalize this idea to a form of cases statement. 
Future work also includes the study of recursive actions, and language-specific 
collections of data types such as denotable, expressible, and storable values. 
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